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"Space Research in Bulgaria" -Its Goals, Scope and Content

Intelligent and studious, the Bulgarian people have for thousand of years
been interested in the sky, the stars and in the phenomena related to them.
The millenaryJong history of the Protobulgarian perfect Calendar and its
profound and broad astronomical foundations are only part of the vast
astronomical heritage of ancient Bulgalia. The Bulgarian nation has develop-
ed this heritage for almost 1300 years now and after 1957 it established
the Bulgatian participation in various modern fields of space research. The
scientific results obtained in Bulgaria in the field of ionospheric physics,
for instance, are well known and appreciated by contemporary science, and the
investigations in such fields as cosmic rays, the magnetosphere, the hard
component of the interplanetary medium, and the Sun, are advancing well
in our country. The active participation by Bulgaria in the Intercosmos
Programme has resulted in the launching of our equipment in space (Inter-
cosmos-8, 12, 14 satellites, Vertical-3, 4, 6 rockets, several meteorological
rockets) and has enabled the Bulgarian specialists to use abundant data
from these and other space experiments.

The development of the space research in Bulgaria resulted in the set-
ting up of the Group on Space Physics in 1969, which grew into the
Central Laboratory for Space Research in 1973. The scientists of this Aca-
demic Institution have frequently contributed to leading space journals. The
expansion of their activities necessitated the issue of an independent Bul-
garian space journal which is already in the hands oI its honourable readers.
This is the first volume oi the subject series Space ftesearch in Bulgaria.
The purpose is to oifer selected scientific papers by Bulgarian authors in
the following main fields:

I. Space Physics (physics of the top-side atmosphere, magnetosphere,
heliophysics, cosmic rays, physical problems of the interplanetary substance,
outer-atmospheric astronomy, planetary motphology, geology and geophysics
etc. - data obtained by in situ measurements.

2. Techniques and means oi the space equipment and problems of the
space instrument design.

3. Remote sensing - aero- and space techniques for Earth survey and
results from their application in theoretical and practical branches.



4. ntal problems of the space investigation.
Th I be pleased to accept original papers from fo-

reign a given to studies within tht frameworks of the
Intercosmos Programme and to authors from countries having bilateral agree-
ments with Bulgaria.

We hope that this issue would, partially at least, reflect the modest
though meaningful contribution by Bulgarian science and technology in the
spatial advarrce of our civilization.

Proiessor Kiril B. Serafimoa
(Editor-in-Chier) 

-
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SPACE RESEARCH IN BULGARIA, I

Solia 1978

Ion Densitv Measurement

K.
G.
V.

within the Equatorial Region

B. Serafimou, I. S, Kutiea, J. F. Arsoo, Ts. P. Dachea,
A. Staneu, G" L. Odaleaich, V. V. Afonin,
Gubskilt, V. Ozeroa, J. Schmilaaer

I. Introduction

The study of electron and ion density distribution around the magnetic
equator is of considerable importance in clarifying the methods of magnetic,
solar-ionizing and dynamic control of the important ionospheric processes.
The well-known equatorial anomaly in the latitudinal distribution of the
charged particles has been the object of studies for 30 years now 17, 2,3, 4, 5,
6'7,8,10]. The investigations continue, and further regularities and specifi-
cities of this phenomenon are being discovered, For instance, the equatorial
anomaly existing at altitudes of 900-1200 km during the night and the se.
paration of crests of proton and oxygen ion concentration has been proved
in [8,9], while in 11,12,13] the authors have studied the irregularities in
the equatorial zone by probe methods. Considerable progress is to be ob-
served recently in the field of theoretical investigations [7,10] and in the
related phenomenon of irregular ionizing structure [13]. However,we still do
not possess sufficiently reliable experimental data about the conditions of
formation and disappearance of the anomaly, particularly over the region of
rnaximal electron concentrations in the F-region. We do not have sufficient
information about the altitudinal manifestation of this anomaly either. The
lack of data on the planetary distribution of electron and ion temperatures
and on their temporal changes constitutes a major difficulty for all contem-
porary ionospheric models. That is why, the electron and the ion concentration
measur€ments and the electron temperature measurements perforrned by the
Intercosmos-8 satellite whose orbit crossed the equatorial regions at various
moments of the day is oi considerable inlerest.



II. Results from Ion Density Measurements

Ion traps described in [5, 1B], Langmuir probe [16, 18], radiofrequency elec-
tron temperature probe [17], and improved electronic equiprnent [8] have
been used on board the Intercosmos-B satellite. This satellite performed
measurements of the equatorial latitudes al geographical longitudes from
150'W to 60'E, as the transits over the magnetic equator took place at
afternoon and night hours. The measurement conditions are presented in de-
tail in Table 1.

The resulting measurements are conventionally separated into two groups,
mainly from the point of view of the local time for the equatorial cross.
The first group is related to the aiternoon period of up to 18h30- LT and
the second one is related to the night period (after 18h30' LT).

The ion concentration for the transits crossing the equator between
l7h00m LT at altitudes of 308 km to 360 km under quiet magnetic condi-
tions (Kr-3) are presented on Fig. 1, The distributions demonstrated are
typical of the day period and coincide with the data already known about
the equatorial anomaly [6, 8, 9, 29]. The two characteristic minima -l5o+20o north and south of the equator and a clearly expressed minimum
in the region of the geomagnetic equator can be seen on the Figure. A de-
finite longitudinal effect can also be observed. In order to characterize this
effect we divided the longitudinal interval into two subintervals: ,4 (150'W)
70' W) and B (70'W, 0'W). In the first subinterval the maxima are located
symmetrically to the geomagnetic equator at l-15o. In subregion B there
exists a definite deviation from the known development of the equatorial
anomaly, since the trend for the south maximum is to shift towards ihe
equator from -15o to -5o, while the north maximum becomes considerably
lower. The value of ion density in this maximum is approximately equal to
the concentration of the minimum in subregion .4. In general, the circum-
equatorial distribution in subregion .B approximates the one-rnaximal distri-
bution similar to that in 1271.

Fig. 2 shows characteristic data for the night group which includes
the transits With local time of equato'ial cross between 18h30'and 21h30'.
The altitude of the equatorial cross in accordance with Table I is between
455 and 360 km as the satellite descends from the south to the north.

At these temporal and altitudinal conditions the general trend for the
equatorial minimum is to disappear within a concentration decrease in the

Table 1

Measurement Conditions

Local ilme (h) Altitude (km) Zenlth angle (degrecs)

Geomagne-
tic latitudt

(deg.)
Translt number

-500
50

19b 13m
2lh 34n
22b 57rn

1610
1828
1947

r+ssl osa
r6281 455
17501 263



crests (for the north one almost of one order, and for the south one -2 to 3 times), while the concentration in the minimum almost keeps its value.
The main morphological peculiarities of subregion A arc the following:

in the western part (12110"W) the main maximum is located in the south

-44F'

"132

1541- 1B I 0

1652-1542
,l E4S-1S05^ 148

Fig. I

hemisphere, and in the eastern part (,1(l10'--120"W) the main maximum
is located close to the equator. The north maximum almost disapears du-
ring this period. Because of the altitudinal decrease of the orbits, the north
maximum recorded in subregion B probably is due to the satellite cross
through the F maximurn. The main maximum in subregion B shifts from the
equator to the north to Q:l5o+20'N. This main maximum comprises the
rvhole latitudinal region f rom the equator to the designated boundary @:15o +
20'N. A well expressed irregular large-scale structure is to be observed
in this subregion (and especially in its western part -t(30'W).These
irregularities are identified particularly in the region of the Brazilian mag-
netic anomaly. A sirnilar behaviour has been described in [28], where a re-
gion between 60oW and 60'E with decreased concentration and large-scale
irregularities has been sharply outlined.

At to transits between ,1:55"E+60oE, a well expressed bimaximal
distribution of the ion concentration has been obtained. This fact shows that



the effects described in subregion B are of a local character and are in-
fluglced by magnetic field specificities. i*,r:,;:i:tur
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III. Electron Temperature in the Equatorial Region

s obtained by radiofrequency electron
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in Fig. 3b relate to the night hours 20h00in i 22h00m LT. Since the photo-
electron flux and the electron concentration at 1:$$o x1141n the stationary
day level [25], the results shown on Fig. 3a are characteristic of daytime,
and those on Fig. 3b - for the night, r ince 1:110o.

During 0Bt'00-+ l1h00n' LT (Fig. 3a) in the geomagnetic equator region
there exists a deep temperature trough near the georuagnetic equator with
values close to Tn T" smoothly decreases to its approximation of a

minimum.
Even when there exists a region with T" independent on the latitude,

its latitudinal spread does not exceed several degrees. The centre of the
equatorial trough is shifted to a subsolar direction of about 5o from the
equator. As seen from the Sun location with regard 1o the equatorial trough
oi T", it actually represents a geomagnetic effect. A certain assymetry of
the trough form is obviously connected with the altitudinal variation of T"
and the local time changes. At some passes T"'uafiations with "amplitudes"
of 300o=400" K have been observed, These 7"-variations could be provoked
either by kynetic effects - plasma heating and cooling at its transfer along
the field lines from one hemisphere to the other [19], or by 7"-anisotropy
[26]. At any rate, the minimum T" values in t!,. trougtr _centre coincide
with Tn in most cases, but at some passes at 300'+400'K f,.6n exceeds In.
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Fig, 3

Electron temperature in the trough is controlled by the ratio between the
heat input and the value of z;-concentration, which in this phase of the
solar activity cycle at day is sufficiently high, for the difference between
T" and ?", should not exceed 300o+400"K.

.Lt'1T 200b-2200 (hl



At nightfall (Fig.3b) 7", decreases fast from 2000.+8000"K at @:_40oto 1200'-F100'K at @:-25, and after that decreases monotonously to900't100'K at (D:-40o. The initial fast decrease of ?", takes place"du-
ring 30o'LT. The sunset had occurred for the setellite at the reirresented
passes in the latitudinal interval of 20o+30o.
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Fig. 4

Fig. 3b shows that a quick decrease of r" occurs at sunset. This de-
crease is related to the fact that in contrast to the midlatitudes, in the
e_quatorial region th-ere is no heat input from the plasmasphere. This means
that in the @)t20" latitudinal region there are no signiiicant sources for
electron gas. heating after sunset. The ?r, decrease is -a peculiarity of the
equ1t91ig] atmosphere, and this peculiarity takes place af least to @o,2s"
for altitudes of 500 km+600 km.

The slow decrease of r" alter (D: -25' when the satellite moves to
the north. is probably_ connerted with the altitudinal decrease. Moreovel,
since 7n, is close to 7,, a ro-decrease oi about 100" K at the transition
from 20h00' LT and @: -30" in the summer hemisphere to 22h00nLT and
@: *30' in the winter hemisphere (Jacchia-71) plays a certain role.

The behaviour of T" afld n" in the transition lime from night to day
(5h00'+9h00- LT, i. e. during the sunrise period and the first houls after it),

10



is shown on Fig. 4. Thjs behaviour has been established according to Lang-
rnuir probe data, The Figure represents the results from three satellite
passes-one performed in continuous quiet magnetic period and two passes
in a magnetically strongly disturbed period. The main characteristic of these
curves is the high T" value. 7"52000" K in quiet conditions over the geo-
magnetic equator at 500 km and attains 3800'K in a magnetically disturbed
period. Moreover, both in quiet arrd disturbed periods there exists clearly ex-
pressed, up to the smallest details, an inverse proportional dependence be-
tween T" and n". T" considerably exceeds Tn in the geomagnetic equator
region at H:400=500 km. Therelore at this time the heat input exceeds the
electron cooling by the ions (at these altitudes mainly Q*, which decreases
sharply). During this time the heat input has already attained the stable day
level and after 2+3 hours (Fig.3a) T, again decreases to values closeto I,.

The midlatitudes of the northern hemisphere have been crossed by the
satellite at the night before sunrise (Fig.   -1)100'). At that time T"
should be close to 7,11000'K (Fig. 3b), because the heating influx from
the magnetosphere at the end of the night before sunrise cannot ensure a
considerable difference Tn- Tn [20]. Therefore, the values of L>2000'K
at midlatitudes in the north hemisphere in the given case are determined
by the only significant heating source -.the photoelectron llux from the
magnetically conjugated region of the ionosphere, which was lit up during
the time ()(<87").

Discussion

The time development of the equatorial anomaly for the altitudinal and
longitudinal regions examined shows a decay of the equatorial trough after
about 19h00'LT. It has been iound in [6] that over the .Arnerican continent
it is difficult to determine the period of the equatorial anomaly decay be-
cause of the appearance of intense F-spread af.ter 22h00.. The beginning
oI the anomaly decay obtained here clarifies this problem, though only for
the altitudinal part examined. In 3a we have shown that the equatorial anomaly
for altitudes over 900-1200 km remains during night for the regions around
the Brazilian magnetic anomaly. Therefore, a complete clarification of the
temporal and spacial conditions for the equatorial anomaly decay calls for
measurements in the whole region of the mqximal electron concentration
of the F-region.

The deviation of the equatorial trough in the ion density from the
geomagnetic equator is connected mainly with the deviations of the real
geomagnetic field from the dipole one nsed in this study.

In the region over the Brazilian magnetic anomaly after sunset an in"
tensification oi the irregular structure has been determined which is con-
nected with the ionizing influence of ihe intense corpuscular fluxes [30].
The electron temperaturc Tu in the geomagnetic equator region at altitudes
higher than the Fr-region maximunr to at least 600 km during the winter
of 1972-1973 lor more than 50 days, excluding the several hours near the
sunrise period, is close to the temperature of the neutral particles, During
the day, in the latitudinal 7',-varialions this decrease takes the form of a
trough with a rninimum, shilted at o 5o in the subsolar direction and expand-

II



ing to 20"+30o on both sides. During nighttime in the altitudinal interval
of 300-500 km T":Tr. Because of the absence of heating sources in
the latitudinal variation ol 7-n, there exists a plateau Tr:7, up to @:40'.
The deviation from this ratio takes place in these ionospheriC regions where
at least at one end of the field line, passing over the equator in the exa-
mined altitudinal interval. there occurs sunrise.
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K,
r.

l4suepeHue ptoHHofi KoHrIeHTparIr4r{ B aKBaropr4a/rbHoM par?oue

E. Cepa$unoe, I'L C. Kymuee, /1. cD. Apcoe, 4.I-1. nanee, f .A. CmaHee,
JL fdatteouu, B. B. Af.onuru, B. I-ydcrcurt, B. Osepoo, fl. LlJ.ttuttayep

(Pearcue)

IIo uo.nyvennbrM AaHHbrM or cQepnunux r,roHHbrx noByueK r.r or paAnorra-
crorHoro gnerrpouuoro 3oHAa, r(oropHe 6urtE MouTripoBarrbl Ha cnyrHl{Ke

"Znreprocuoc-8", 
n pa6ore 14ccJleAyercrr rroBeAeHr,re ar(Barop[a,ltuofi axo.

MaIrvH B nocJrenoJryAenrble rr BeqepHI-Ie qacbr, Ha Bblcorax 300-500km. Pe-
3yJlbrarbl, [oryrlegHble B AonrorHoM ttHTepBaJIe l50o-0o, noKagblBalor aHo-
MaJrbHoe pacnpeAeneHne nounoft KoHIIeHTpaIILTH, lrro recHo cBrrsaHo c peanb-
HbIM reoMarHHTHbIM IIoJreM. B nocJIenoJIyAeHHbIe qacbl na6,nrc4aetcg flcHo
BbrpaxeHHoe AByxMaKcuMyMHoe pacfipeAenenue. B pafioue Epasurlcxofi uar-
unrnofi aHoMaJrur.r ceeepnufi Mar(cr,rMyM BblpaxeH cnnbHee rr cMer.qaercf, K
MarHHrHoMy sxBaropy. B neuepuue uacu (or 18h30* Ao 21h08* MecrHoro
npeuenu) na6nrcAaercfl ucqesHoBerilre, ByxMaKcHMyMHofo pac[peAeJrefir4n Ailrl
Toro xe AoJrroruoro r{HrepBana. B pafione Epaannrcxort marnnrnoft anoma.unu
na6.rrcAarcrcs KpynuoMacrrra6nne zonoc{repnue HeeAHopoAHocrH. 9,nerrpou-
Haff reMflepaTypa, r43MepeHHas npl4 BbrlxeyKa3aHHblx ycnoBHsx, He pa3I[qaeTcfl
cnJrbno or reMreparypu uefirpa.nrnofi aruocQepu B rxupornoM pafioue t40'.

13
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Preliminarv Results of Ion Densitv Measurements
Obtained 6y Intercosmos-12 Sateilites

I" S. Kutieo, Ts. P. Dachea, G. A, Stanea, K. B. Serafimoa

The Intercosmos-l2 satellite was launched on October 31, 1974, with apo- .

gee 718 km, perigee 250 km and inclination 74". The measurements oi ion
and electron density and of electron temperature are described in []. Some
measurement results of ion density at the satellite pass through the north
and south polar regions are shown in this paper.

The orbital conditions are such that the satellite crosses the north po-
lar region from its day towards its night side at 250-430 km altitude and
attains invariant latitude ol A:73o. The south polar region from its day is
crossed by the satellite during the night from midnight towards downside
close to its apogee about 718 km, and attains itrvariant latitude ol ,4:73o.

The ion concentrations are obtained lrom the records of the volt-
ampere curves of the two spherical ion traps situated symmetrically with re-
spect to the satellite axis. In the orbital parts around the apogee two slopes
are recorded' in the volt-ampere curves, which, according to the results
of our previous studies 12,31, are interpreted as O+ and H+ ions. In view
of the fact that mass separation is somewhat approximate, He+ and \+
ions are not taken into consideration.

The results obtained from the first Intercosmos-12 orbits show one and
the same behaviour of the satellite orbits. Therefore, we present here one
typical distribution obtained from the 34th orbit on November l, 1974, from
l2h02'" UT-a magnetically quiet day with Ko:1. The ion density measur-
ed is shown on Fig. 1, when the satellite passed through the north (to the
right) and through the south (to the left) polar regions.

At the north passage (Fig. la) the quick reduction of the O+ density
is due mainly to altitudinal change; from 257 km to about 320 km the sa-
tellite comes over F'u*.

Thereafter, a sharp decrease ol the O density almost of an order of
nragnitude has been observed, and the minimum is at l:67'. On the top
of the diagram are plotted the satellite transits through the north and, res-
pectively, through the south polar region. The hatched area represents the
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DAYTlME SEDTOI-]

Nt.]RTH

1tl

soJ!. 9l9ct-ron. precipitation zone taken from [a]. The average situation ol the
mid.latitudinal trough sho'/n with a dotted iine is taken lrom [b]. The stag-
nation point from 4 is marked with open circle. The ninimum in o+ de"n-
sity appears when the stagnation point is reached. Thereafter the o+ den-

ll. 257 283 324 374 430 713 718 709 6ii9 643 591

Lr 1122 12.21 144A 1r'i4 ?O't.). l3lrr 0050 0:lr? rr 003:l thl"[)::ln
Fig. I

sity remains low and this probably depends not so much on the satellite
introduction in the night ionosphere but on the fact that the satellite is moy-
ing along the trough.

Fig. lb concentration distribution along the satellite or-
bit in the ni th pglt region. Close to the- apogee H has a
deep minimu and 67o just on the spot where the- midlatitud-
inal trough i Here ttre O+ densitj, has the lowest value of
about lxl04 cm-3 and forms a broad minimum from a:40o to ti.:64".
ilere the trough at o+ density is not to be observed. The o+ maximum

hen the satellite pass-
hown on the diagram.

caused by soft ener-
zone in the seuthern

sity increase in this region does .".##",?,t'il-"X';1;y"li"J3;"9j"rf i;
view of the method used, H+ ions with density lower than one-tenth of
tf.. 9* density cannot be determined. In any case, however, the H+ den-
sity in this zone- does not exceed 5x104 cir-3. During morning hours in
the sunlit ionosphere no trough in o+ density at about- 600 km "altitude 

is
to be observed.
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This paper is a continuation of the polar ionosphere studies performed
by the Intercosmos-12 satellite shown in [6]. Thanks to the other conditions
along the Intercosmos-l2 orbits, it became possible to draw certain addi-
tional conclusions mainly about midlatitudinal trough location.

1. In the night sector of the northern hemisphere a trough in ioniza-
tion isnottobeobserved up to l$hQQn for altitudes iust over the maximunr
oI the F-region. Around the stagnation point there appears a quick density
decrease towards the nightside. This behaviour is in good agreement with
the average electron concentration during the autumn season given in [7]
for 350 lcm altitude, and this warrants our conclusion that the midlatitudinal
trough in O+ density at 18h00- LT is situated close Io tl:67u.

2. In the night sector of the southern hemisphere a wide trough in
H+ density is recorded beginning from I about 40o and with a large mi-
nimun at z1 between 59o and 65o. A corresponding trough in O+ density is
not observed. .According to Intercosmos-8 data we found a well expressed
trough at an altitude of below 300 km and under similar conditions. If we
are to explain that trough with the suggested [4] mechanism of dissociative
recombination resulting from the convection plasma flow along the equato.
rial boundary of the auroral zone, the trough in H+ density here observed
can be explained more reasonably with the existance oi the polar wind
[7, 8, 9]. In this case the effect of the plasma conveciive movement in creat-
ing the midlatitudinal trough is limited to 600-650 km.

3. The recorded increase oi the O+ density at I of about 70o-72o af-
ter midnight well coincides with the situation of the soft precipitation zone
in [a]. We can therefore draw the conclusion that the equatorial boundary
of this zone limiting the closed iield lines about midnight in the southern
hemisphere is at about 65o, where a sharp increase of O+ density is to be
established (Fig. 1b).

4. In the morning sector of the southern hemisphere and at altitudes
of about 560-600 km, no trough was to be observed in the O+ density.
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flpe4napr.rrelrbHbre pesy/rbrarbr o r,roHHofi xoHueHTparfvru,
ilofiyqeHHbre or cnyrHr.rKa,, I4Hrepr<ocl,r oc-12"

kL C. Rymueo, Ite. f. ,4,aqee, f. A. Cmaneo, R. E, Cepa$uuoa

(Pesrcve)

Onncano [oBeAeHr,re uoHHbIx KoHrleHTpallufi, Hevepennbrx B rronflpnoM pafione
BAoJrb op6uru crryrnnra ,I4nteprocuoc-12". B ceBepHoM ronyuapat,l, Ha
Bbrcorax F c.uon, na6,nrcAaerca peeruft MHHUMyM B KoHrlerrrpaquu, roropuri
coorBercrByer roqKe crerHarIHH uaraaroc@epHoro nJraaMeHHoro floroxa.
B rcxnorrr noJryuapuu, Ha Bblcorax oxotlo 700 km, I,IMeercff rry6or<r.rft npo-
Bar b KonqeHrparlr4n BoAopoAnbrx I,IoHoB. AnarornquHfi nponar (Ara nuea-
pnaHrubrx u[por 59-65') ne Ha6.[oAaercs s KoHIleHrpaIII,tH I(I{cJIopoA-
Hbrx r.roHoB. O6rgcnesne eroro ffBJreHHff cBr3aHo c [oJrflpHblM BerpoM,
xoropufi Ha Bbrcorax oxono 700 m flBrqercff saxuefirunr'r Qartopolu B $op-
Mr.rpoBanan npoBara, B To BpeMs KaK B F c.noe ero BJIHaHHe npene6pexnMo.
B yrpennenr cer(rope roxxoro uoJryrxapns npoBan B KoflIIeHTpaIIHH KtIcJIo-
poAnbrx LroHoB ne na6,rrcAaercs,

2 KocMHqecKH nscJleABaHrrr, hH, 77
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An Exact Method for Determination
of the 6300 A Oxygen Line Intensity
by the Use of N(h) Ionospheric Profiles

K. B. Serafimov, M. M. Gogoshea

1. Introduction

It has been established that, at undisturbed geomagnetic conditions during
the night, the general mechanism leading to the red oxygen line emission
is the dissociative recombination of Of ions and, to a significantly lower
degree, that of NO+ ions [l-4]. In 1959 a semi-empirical formula had
been deduced [5], relating the 6300A intensity to some measured iono-
spheric parameters -foF, h'F. This formula reflects in general the behaviour
of the intensity of the red emission during the night, but we do not have
sufficient coincidence between the v
calculated. A theoretically established
of F-region was given in 1972 [6],
between the-red emission and the r
In addition to the parameters used b
the layer Z,.tle.density scale Fl and the parameter of the exponent p, at
an exponential decrease of the electron density in the overmaximal pait ot
the F-region. An attempt at sirnultaneous measurement of the 63004 emis-
sion and of the parameters of the F-region was made [7], in which we
obtained very good agreement between the theoretical and experimental data.

The following formula has been used for the theoretical calculation of the
intensity of the 6300 A emission by dissociative recombination:

500

/6800 -- 0.076 [ 
a ' K{ozI '.!,-.!."-' an

,# llKzlNzl

where e is the effective number of the atoms o(1D) produced at each action
of recombination. If we take into account the ciscade transition 1s-lD, we
could assume that e*1. Kt is the rate constant ol the exchange reaction:

l8
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(2) O+fOz-Orf+o Kl
.4 is Einstein's coefficient; .4:0.0091 s-1, K, is the quenching rate constant
of the de-excitative reaction:

(3) O(lD)+N, -' N2f O(3P) K,
R is the ratio O+/N,, which changes with the height.

The concentrations of 02 and N2 are taken lrom a model, and N.(ft) is
measured directly by ionograms or by rocket measurements.

This formuli fras, howiver, an essential defect; it requires the knowledge
of the ratio R at every height and this can be obtained by rocket experi-
ments only. Consequenily, i[ can hardly be used for practical calculations.

In th6 presenf pap'er a new method of calculating /oaoo ig given, in
which only data from ionosonds and atmospheric models are used'

2. Method

Let us present formula (l) in the following form:
500

(4) /oaoo:0.076.1 Tffi-150 -,- 
A

In the above formula the concentration of O+(ft) can be obtained in
the following way:

For thJranjc of 150-500 km, in which the red line is emitted, we
can write the following equation:

(5) lo+l+ [No+]+ [or+]:N" ,

expressing the quasi-neutrality of the-plasma in this region.-' At tEese nifht conditions the equilibrium concentration of or+ is given by:

lofl* r,[o+][oJ+ru[rur*][oJ
oo(o[) . N"

where op(Or+) is the rate constant of the dissociative recombination for
Of ions, and Ku is the rate constant of the exchange reaction between Nr+

and Or. It was shown [8] that Ky=4X10-11 cms s-1 and K6';'2xlo-18 cmas-l'
Taking also into account that [O"]>[Nf], we could neglect the second

term in the numerator of (6), and therefore equation (6) takes the form:

(7) 1or+1^,{r:Ie'J:Jozl'L-2 t - 
"o(o[)N"

The equilibrium concentration of NO+ is

(8) [No+l^,5qr]ll4ardN'?+ttot+KblN+1to'zlc (NOt)N"

where Kr, Kt and Ku are the rate constants of the corresponding .exchange
reactionsl and ar(NO+) is the velocity of the dissociative recombination ol
NO+ ions.

(6)
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In the range of 180-300 km, where about 90 per cent of the integral
value of 6300 A line is emitted [9], we have :

(e) [N,]>[ot:[o],
(10) [o+]>[Nr+]>[N+].

We assume that Ksz-=10-10+10-12 cmss-l ; (a 2.5X10-10 srnas-r 6nd
K6o'2 2X10-10 cm3s-1 [10]. At these values of the rate constants and ac-
cording to (9) and (10) we make the following evaluations:

(l l) &[o][N,+l /(rlN+][oz]<K,[Ntlo+]
and the expression (8) is reduced to

(r2) [No+1^,JGtru'ltoli- ''"o(NO*).N"

The substitution of (7) and (12) in (5) leads to ,

[13] [o*]:

In this manner formula (13) expresses the behaviour of [O+] by the
behaviour of the concentration of the most frequently and most easily
measured ionospheric parameter - the electron density N,. We know that the
variations in the concentration of the neutral compounds and the rate con-
stants depend mainly on the temperature and consequently, under undisturbed
geomagnetic and solar conditions, they can be determined from the known
models.

The substitution of the expression (13) in (a) leads to the following
formula for ,t 6300A intensitv:

(14)
'''' " 

r'r(no+), or(of )lr,+'r(or* ) . <u tlt l+oo(No+)rrlorl)(,4 +&lNrl)

rrror(r.to+) ."o(o{)[orl,v'" . an
/oaoo :0,076

The expression (14) reflects the behaviour of the
sity as a function only of the electron density at a given
This formula can easilv be reduced to a convenient
integration.

3. Experimental Verification of the Method

,e 6300 A line inten-
atmospheric model.
form for numerical

As an example of the application ol the method to the experimental obser-
vations, the initial data are shown in Fig. 1, The intensity of the line
6300 A is deterrnined in the Observatory at Stara Zagora, Bulgaria
(qr:42"27 N, z1:23o41 E), by a zenith tilting-filter photometer. The accuracy
of the registration of ,t 6300 is about 5 per cent. Two moments were se-
lected on Qctober 29, 1973, at 21h00- and 22h00n LT. The observations of
the ionosphere were performed at the ionospheric station 'near Sofia

'20



(q:42"41N, A:23"21E). The distance between the two points of observ'
ation is about 200 km. The calculation of the N,(ft) profiles is done by a

laminar method [11]. Fig. l shows also the three atmospheric models used
at exospheric temperatures of 500"K, 800oK and 1000'K,according to Jac'
chia's revised model [12].

Since from the N,(h\ profiles the distribution of electron density is ob-
tained up to the maxiniuln- of the F-layer, in the over-maximal part of the
same layer the parabolic distribution to Z^-level is used, the exponential
distribution being used above it. Here Z* is the semi-thickness of the
F-layer.

The follpwing rate constants were used for the calculations:

"o(O{):2,2X10-? cmg s-1, a2(NO+):4.5X10-?crn8s-1, A:0.0091 s-1,

Ka=21x0-12 cm8 s-1 and two different values for Kt :

Ki :4xrc-11cmas-l [3] and

K'r' :2x10-t.6a 5-t [14].

With these constants and according to the dath from Fig.l' the follow-
ing resqlts were obtained, as presented-in Table 1 and in Fig. I :

540
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Fig. I

It is otrvious from the Table that ai I-:500'K the model gives extreme-
ly low values and is, in general, unfit in this, case for the very low values
nf the atmospheric density.ln the two other cases, however, the coincidence
is very good. One of them is at T* -.800'K and Kr:4 X 10-11cmss-1,

2l
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Table I
Zth0Om tT 6A00:t0 R 2}h0fltn LT 6300;90 R

500"K
800'K

1000"K

0.6 R
44R

le6Rl

I(1--4 f r6-n

0.5 R

l38Rl
79R

K1 :2 ! l0-tt

0.2 R
2lR

l43Rl

Kr:4 \ 16-tt

l.l R

lseRl
r8l R

r(1-2 \ 10-tt

and the other one at T*: 1000'K and Kt:2x10-11cm8s-r. Besides, it
has been found that the most essential contribution in the intensity of
the 6300 A emission is that of the terms ar(NO+) . cp(Or+)il/, and, at lower
heights, the term (A*KN).

4. Estimation of the Precision of the Method

The theoretical calculation of the ffi00 A [ne intensity, according to the
dissociative mechanism; by any method used, is related to many conditions.

460

44A

4Ztl

4rJ0

5
; 3s[
_o
f

,:l

:12 0

300

0 tr ..r Ll ,zr 11 .L tr'tl 1,, 
:': l;t ''6 

1'B 2,D 2,2

Fig. 2

In the first place this refers to the choice of the rate constants of the reac-
tions. It follows from the calculations in the example given above that a
change by a factor of 2 only in the value of the very important constant
K, of reaetion (2) leads to an equal change in the red line intensity. The
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analysis of formula (14) and the example givgn in Fig. l, Table I and
Fig.- 2 show that the choice of this constant is of essential importance.
Beiides that it is accepted that the values of "o(Ot) and or(NO+) are

known with greater confidence, while on the other hand the inaccuracy in

their measurement plays a small part in the calculation of the 63004 line
intensity.

Another source of errors is the unknown exact temperature dependences
of the rate constants of the dissociative and exchange reactions which, in
combination with the lack oi suflicient knowledge on the temperature distri-
bution at the given moment, could also l.ead to uncertain results.

Notice strould also be taken of the fact that the problem of exact calcula'
tion.of the products from the dissociative recombination is reduced to the
choiie of thl most reliable atmospheric model at a given case. On the
other hand, as in the case of rate constants of the temperature dependence
reactions, thi with the the value l-.

In the c in Fig. d Fig. 2, the calculations
are in best ith the data al 7"-:800"K and

Kr:4y lg-t also at .?!! Kt:2X10-11cmBs-1.
Oi course, it ible to o rcome this difficulty only by the use

of photometric and ground-based ionospheric data.' It may be recotimended that the 
- 
choice of the atmospheric model for

the calculation of the 6300 A line intensity, at a given night, be done accord-
ing to some of the lowest values of the red oxygen line, for which we

mfst be sure that there exist no , ther generative mechanisms besides
the dissociative recombination. By the model thus chosen, in which we have
the best coincidence, we rnake the calculations for all other points during
the night.
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To,rHnfi Mero.4 onpeAeneHr4fl HHTeHcr4BHocrt4
rpacHorl Krzcrropo,qHofi nuuuu 6300A nocpeAcrBoM
zcnoJrbooBaHnff proHocQepHsrx npo$unefi

K. E. CepaSuuoe, M. M. lozoutea

(Pearcue)

Onucan to,rHHfi MeroA onpeAeJrennfl HHTeHcHBHocrr.t xpacuoli rucnopo4uofi
nunurl 6300 A. Sror Mero4 nosBoJrser onpeAenurb i63es K?K @yrrxqnro
ToJlbKo eneKTponHori rouqeurpaqr.tu, Koropaff nerxo flofly'raercfi rro AaHHbrM
uonocQepnoli crauquu. fiolyvennue reopernqecr{He pesynbrarbr c Aocraroq-
Hoft rosHocrbro coBnaAaror c 9r(cnepr,rMenTarbHbtMr.r
n O6cepnaropur,r no ugyqeHrrro cBerreuns HoqHoro
Paccuorpeubl BoaMoxnbre [crouHI{KH ouu6or r{ cAe
6ylyqux usuepeurft.
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Informational Characteristics
of Some Natural Formations

D. N. Misheo, 7. .S. Djepa, T. K. Yaneo

The spectrum of the electrornagnetic radiation reflected by the natural for-
mations is continuous. In practice, however, a finite number of wavelengths,
mainly in the visible range, are chosen for investigation pufposes. The set
of the reflexion index values for these wavelengths forms a sampled reflec-
tive characteristic. Even thus sampled the reflective characteristic contains
considerable inforrnation which allows the natural forrnations to be divided
in classes of objects with similar reflective characteristics. The degree oI
the similarity in a given class is conditioned by the extent oi the confi-
dence limits of the reflective characteristic. For some wavelengths, however,
it is possible to obtain non-empty cross-sections between the confidence
intervals of the different classes of objects. In such cases the methods of
the pattern recognition theory are applied for the identification of the dif-
ferent classes of obiects. It would be of importance to solve the following
problem: for which wavelengths the uncertainty obtained from the distribu-
tion cross-sections is the greatest and by which classes it is mainly deter-
mined. If the answer to these questions is available, more experimental ef-
forts could be concentrated on the respective wavelengths and classes oI
objects. The solution of these problems will therefore be in the focus oi
our attention.

L The Formulation of the Problem

Each natural formation is described by a sampled reflective characteristic
r(1.,), r;-reflection index, Xi-wavelength, i:1,..., m. Fotmations with
similar reflective characteristics r(,tr) form a class of objects. This similarity
is expressed by the statistical proximity ol rQ), i. e. in the presence oi r(l;)
distribution around an average reflective characteristic r(X) (rve shall hence-
forth designate this characteristic by r(A;) alone). The experience obtained



so far furnishes grounds for such an assumption, and ,.even the existence of
be assumed

i,fr ,';rh;' i,;f, "3i'ii.ot.,"',1j' ilir,3' ,$iT ?

tic obtained is within.,ge .q"?ilT*'.'?tJf:tTt^,ftili,riifffti;d,f'fi11'[:1';
exists. a certain probability that this object should beiong tci 

'eictr one of
the other N-l classes of zly'. In this case, these are the-conditional proba-
bilities piin?iBlri) that at a fixed 7, and, in the presence of indications for
r in the confidence interval of the 7 r lass, in reality there is an object from
the fr class. It is obvious that th; ities pi'ie{0 for
/*ft leads to uncertainty at the data I unieitainty oi
the set being characterized by the ma the conditional
probabilities p;ie. But the matrices ,4; dimensions and,
accordingly, a different number of probabilities p,7u. For the purposes of
comparative analysis it is necessary to normalize piiin in such i way that
the normalized values

stitution

(t)

should satisfy the conditio" 2plrryt:l. The sub-
(E)

^rn - 
Piin

,iju_ 
Zp,jo,
(k)

is suitable for the purpose.
The events of "appearance of a 7th class objectin thelth wavelength"

form a full event system, i. e,

(2) zp'!i, :r
\t)

if we assume that the set ry' exhausts all probable classes of objects (or at
least those of them which are of interest to the analvsis). Further on we
shall consider this assumption realized. The problem s"olvi:a in the course
of the work done is the following: an indication for r in the confidential
limits of a given class has been obtained. It is necessary at a fixed wave-
lSngtlt to. evaluate the average uncertainty which has bten introduced by
the distributions of the other classes lrom the set under consideration, if
the evidence is accepted as belonging to the class in which it has been
obtained. For such an evaluation the quantitv of "infolmation" is suitable.

2. Method

The uncertainty contained in matrix ,21; when (l) and (2) are fulfilled is
evaluated by:

(3) Ii: Hi(Pi)- fi;iQpf ri1),

where H,(p):-Zp,tlogp,i is the unconditional entropy of the pii pto-
(i\

babilities for the appearance of the 7 object in the wavelength,
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is the conditional entropy of the probabili-

6r: Iirfr
Hi'Hi

can be used for the comparative analysis as being more convdnient.
The magnitude d, is-suitable becruse it varies in the interval 0<dr<1.

Equations (3) and (3a) provide a solu
of evaluatioo at the identification ol
question what is the contribution of
total uncertainty, can be obtained wh
additional subsets /rl, obtained from

3. Conclusions

These two problems': fl@l and 6\M) determination for r/]')(M and, respec-

tively, H(M) and 6{,M) tor riQ)(M1 can be extended by the introduction of

various confidential intervals */r/)"t)
tion dispersions of the objects from
of the confidence intervals, the qua
represents from the maximum inform
the greatest contribution to the reduc
determired.

Table I

No of objcct Name ol object
Charactetistlc ol the obiects at azinuth 225" and

canted shootlng anglc of 45'

I
2
3
A

5
D

8
I

10
ll
1n
1a

t4
1D
l6
t7
t8
19
20
2l
22
23

young tree

old tree

old tree

youflg tree
old tree

young tree

winter species
young leat
full Ieaf
late verdure
winter species
full leaf
late verdure
iresh bark
young leaf
full leaf
winter species
full leaf
during the autumn
wlnter species
lull leaf
during the autumn
winter species
young leaf
full leaf
young Ieaf
full leaf
late verdure
during the autumn
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Table 2

Spectral Intensity Coefficients of the NaturaL Formations Examined

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
bDU

560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
ODU

0.058
0.057
0.056
0.054
0.052
0.050
0.049
0.047
0.045
0.045
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.045
0.047
0,050
0.052
0.051
0.050
0 050
0.050
0.049
0.049
0.050
0.051
0.052

0.047
0.048
0.049
0.050
0.052
0.056
0.059
0.060
0.060
0.061
0.063
0.0i1
0.090
0.1 r9
0.138
0.147
0.142
0.130
0.1t7
0.lll
0.103
0.103
0,095
0.092
0.090
0.086

I

| 0.026
I 0.027
| 0.030

0.059
0.060
0.061
0.062
0.061
0.065
0.073
0,076
0.075
0.087
0.095
0.1 06
0.120
0.149

0.072
0.073
0.074
0.07 4
0.074
0.073
0,072
0.071
0.070
0.070
0.071
0.073
0.077
0.080
0.082
0.087
0.090
0.091
0.095
0.098
0.100
0.10 1

0.101
0.i02 

|

0.102 
|

0.1011

0.033
0.034
0.037
0.039
0.044
0.046
0.044
0.042
0.044
0.048
0.045
0.048
0.065
0.087
0.1 06
0.113
0.110
0.099
0.088
0.090
0,083
0.073
0.068
0.065
0.069
0.070

0.084
0.086
0,086
0,091
0.097
0. l0l
0.1 09
0.i 15
0.1 23
0.131
0.t44
0.l6l
0.185
0.213
0.233
0.245
0.249
0.247
0.24r
0.234
0.229
0.224
0.220
0.21r
0.205
0,202

0.202
0.20.3
0.204
0.205
0.209
0.210
0.21I
0.211
0.212
0.214
0.215
0,215
0,215
0.2t4
0.213
0.213
0.213
0.216
0.220
0.224
0.231
0.239
0.247
0.254
0.261
0.269

0.026
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.030
0.031
0.032
0.034
0.036
0.038
0.043
0,054
0.072
0.092
0.109
0,1 18
0.117
0,104
0.092
0.083
0.073
0.064
0.060
0.061
0.061
0.060

0.033
0.033
0.033
0.035
0.037
0.039
0.040
0.040
0.039
0.037
0.039
0.046
0.058
0.078
0.096
0.108
0.105
0,095
0.084
0.074
0.066
0.058
0.052
0.050
0.050
0 049

0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0,050
0.050
0.050
0.051
0.053
0.056
0.059
0.060
0.061
0.063
0.064
0.065
0,066
0.067
0.068
0.067
0.066
0.665

0.031
0.034
0 036
0.036
0.037
0.037
0.039
0.040
0.042
0,052
0.070
0.085
0.091
0.088
0 081
0.071
0.071
0.068
0.064
0.060
0.059
0.059
0.059

0.169
0.176
0.178
0.1 73
0.1 68
0.1 68
0.160
0.152
0.1 53
0.151
0.143
0.14 I

4. Example

The problems formulated above were solved under the following conditions :
a set M of deciduous varieties consists of 23 classes of reflect-ive characte-
ristic.s. ri.(l), j:.\...:: 2!: i:I,...,26 (Tables 1,2) oI oak, elm, lime, aspen,
and birch-trees (Fig. l). The characteristics are obtained under similar' conai-
tions - azimuth 225" and canted strooting angle of 45" I2l.

The measurement accuracy of r is 0,01. Experimentai data for relation
between the confidence intervals /r/)",) and r b-eing unavailable, we took
as a first approximation the linear iunction :

(4) /r;i: Qrii.

we assumed that the ratio coefficient 4 varies within the interval
0.01+0.075 with coniidence coefficient .!:0.95. we selected the following
values 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.075 from the interval. The range oi 4-variationE
was adopted according to [a].
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0,044
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.041
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0,045
0.057
0.084
0.1 15
0.129
0.1 50
0.I40
0.108
0.089
0.073
0.085
0.066
0.060
0.063
0,053

0.07 t
0.080
0.089
0.097
0.102
0.1 06
0.107
0.106
0.106
0.111
0.122
0.145
0.190
0.220
0.244
0.255
0.267
0.275
0 281
0.282
0.282
0.284
0.289
0.299
0,315
0.330

0.068
0.066
0,062
0,060
0.064
0.066
0.064
0.063
0.066
0,070
0.072
0'074
0,077
0.078
0.080
0.081
0.081
0.082
0.082
0.084
0.086
0.087
0,088
0.089
0.089
0.089

0.034
0.032
0.032
0.038
0.042
0.045
0.046
0.047
0.047
0.043
0.047
0.059
0.081
0.099
0.1 11

0.r16
0.105
0.092
0.082
0.068
0.078
0.066
0 064
0.060
0.055
0.052

0.'034
0,032
0.032
0.033
0.030
0.030
0.030
0.039
0.055
0.052
0.045
0.038
0.034
0.039
0.051
0.071
0.080
0.098
0.088
0.087
0.082
0.076
0.081
0,081
0.064
0.062

0.056
0.057
0.059
0.061
0.062
0.063
0.065
0.068
0.070
0.07 |
0.072
0.474
0.076
0.079
0.081
0.082
0.084
0.085
0.087
0.089
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.091
0.091

0.034
0.035
0,038
0,040
0.043
0.046
0.046
0.048
0.048
0.049
0.054
0.064
0.082
0.1 06
0,109
0.124
0.122
0.108
0.095
0.090
0.084
0.081
0.077
0.074
0.073
0.072

0.040
0.041
0.042
0.045
0.048
0.050
0.05r
0.051
0.051
0.054
0.061
0.074
0.102
0.1 18
0.1 23
0.129
0.128
U.I TO

0.103
0.094
0.090
0.087
0.082
0,079
0.079
0.079

0.041
0.040
0.041
0.042
0.043
0.043
0.042
0"041
0.042
0.047
0.052
0.063
0.080
0.107
0.1 17
0.1 25
0.r28
0.1 25
0.1l7
0.104
0.095
0.087
0.080
0.071
0.060
0.055

0.020
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.022
0.024
0.027
0.030
0.031
0.030
0.030
0.034
0.042
0.055
U.UOD
0.072
0.073
0.071
0.065
0.0s8
0.058
0.060
0.059
0.05i
0.058
0.058

0.030
0,030
0.030
0.030
0.031
0.032
0.034
0.035
0.037
0.040
0.044
0.053
0.065
0.081
0.088
0.092
0.098
0.090
0.080
0.072
0.068
0.066
0.065
0.064
0.063
0,062

0.047
0.046
0.048
0,049
0.050
0.051
0.054
0,061
0.068
0.074
0.081
0.091
0.112
0.142
0.161
0.r77
0.188
0.200
0.210
0.220
0.220
0.2r4
0.208
0.r99
0,191
0.1 860.049 I

4.1. Determination of the Sampling Interoal

The greatest admissible value of the sampling interval was determined under
the following condition: we assume that the reconstruction of the conti-
nuous reflective characteristics is performed by Lagrange's polynomial of
zero power, The considerations for this assumption are : the /1, value by
means of which the reflective characteristics have been obtained is at the
accuracy limit of the spectrograph we have used, and therefore we do not
know anything definite about the r behaviour in the /1 interval. That is
why we assumed that in this interval r:const (the zero power of the La-
grange's polynornial). Then, according to [3], the admissible value oI /1, is
equal to

(5) /1ua^-<eol Mr

where eo is the admissible error for r and M1 is the
ol drlil".

We assumed that the measurement accuracy of r limits
for the examined set of reflective characteristics M. For

0.03 Ilne value //J1 --- l0 n- .

maximal value

eo, i. e. eo - 0.01
M we obtained
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Then from equation (5) we obtain /),ua^<3.4 nm(10nm.
This result shows that the approximation with a zero polynomial at

n:10 nm is insufficiently precise. Therefore, there are no formal grounds
to maintain that the mean information value .f between two adjacent values

r
o.22

E.D2
.4BEI .b -i Ll ,{

Fig. I

It and. 1;11 would be the arithnnetic mean ol rI; and {11. As the interva
il,:l}nm is relatively small, we can assurne that there erists a significant
cor{elation in the distributions of r for ir and ,1;-u1. In such a case it is
probable that the mean value of / in the interval /l:),i+t-),r would not
differ essentially from (It+l+)12.

4.2. Determination of Information I
The following two problems can be formulated in the study of the struc-
tural characteristics of a set of objets.

l. What is the uncertainty in the evaluation of the appurtenance of a
single indication (single experiment).

500
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2. What is the uncertainty in the evaluation of the
all objects observed (multiple experiment).

In the first problem the appearance of any object
equally probable, inasmuch as we assulne that each one of

appurtenance of

from the set is
the objects may

6
4n

I
,l
lrrt

\r

Fig. 2

appear (without being interested in how many times it would appear at a
multiple repetition of the experiment), i. e. pit:const:p:l/N.

In the second problem it is important that the objects can possess dif-
ferent a priori frequency p;; of appearance under the conditions of the
experiment.

In this study our atteniion was focused on the first problem as it is
independent from the determined distribution oi the a prio6i probabilities.

To determine the conditional probabilities pitn Q,elr,) it is assumed,
according to [1,4] that the distribution of r for the different obiects is
normal.

In such a case the conditional probabilities are obtained according to
the formula:

3l

'---7a-n-7f -
./ v \-/\

t i,f-:'r ,n\



(6)

where

(6a) Zt,z ijn

| 2",,,.
Pi i n(ri*l r i ) : A@) | -"" 

"
I etiih

tArii-ri1jr1p
Aii

V,

: i-l (;,i

.0.
400 500 '600 850 I

. Fig. 3
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Table 3

Dependence of the Information (l) ond 6 on the lVauelength (1) and the Coefficient (q)

2,

(nm)
^=I- I^a*

0.6864
0.7240
0.7093
0.7295
0.6772
0.6951
0.7039
0.6583
0.6771
0.6630
0.6812
0,7184
0.7189
0'd889
0,7281
0.7096
0.7436
0.7140
0.6538
0.6343
0.6165
0.6422
0.6772
0 9686
0.6755
0.6833

I

'max

0.7579
0.8194
0.7640
0.81l4
0.7147
0.7626
0.8138
0.7485
0.7757
0.7306
0.7090
0.7743
0.7929
0.7504
0.8003
0.7634
0.8401
0.7872
0.7270
0.7188
0.7041
0.7000
0.aI76
0.7427
0.7598
0.8020

"I- I^^*

0.3591
0.9423
0.9340
0.9327
0.9044
0.9055
0.8877
0.9340
0.9526
0.9266
0.8897
0.8864
0.8829
0.8498
0.9212
0.8770
0.9235
0.9082
0.8548
0.8677
0.8585
0.8497
0.8668
0.8841
0.8E95
0,9088

^:/- I^u*

0.8966
0.9423
0.9616
0,9808
0.9231
0.9351
0.9616
0.9616
0.9616
0.9616
0.9159
0.9543
0.9616
0.9248
0.9808
0.9621
0.9617
0,9808
0.9231
0.9808
0.9238
0.8894
0.9351
0.9808
r,0000
0.9423

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
bbt)
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650

2.r520
2,2t02
2.224r
2.2874
2.1233
2.1796
2.2072
2.0641
2.t232
2.0788
2.1358
2.2525
2.2542
2. l 599
2.2829
2.2249
2.3317
2.2388
2.0500
r.9887
1.9331
2.0137
2.t235
2.0964
2.1179
2.r426

2 3163
2.5691
2,3955
2.5441
2.2409
2.3911
2.5518
2 3468
2,4321
2.2909
2.2230
2.4279
2.4861
2.3528
2.5092
2,3936
2.6340
2.4680
2.2795
2.2537
2,2076
2.1948
2.5637
2.3288
2.3822
2.5170

2.6937
2.9547
2.9285
2.9243
2.8358
2.8393
2.7834
2.9284
2.9869
2.9053
2.7897
2.7793
2.7685
2.6647
2.8884
27 497
2.8557
2.8477
2.6802
2.7207
2,6919
2.6644
2.7180
2.7720
0.7890
2.8496

2.81t4
2,9547
3.0150
3.0722
2.8944
2.9319
3.0149
3.0149
3.0149
0.0149
2.87t6
2.0022
3.0149
2 8997
3,0752
3.0168
3.0149
3.0752
2,8944
3.0752
2.8966
2.7886
2.9319
3.0752
3.1355
2.9546

(7)

As a result of the

(8)

4rij
6i i: ;-'. . r.96

equation (6a) becomes

l drii_r 1i_lr11t2t.2...- 1.96 -'-----'-iJh 4f;;

In accordance with equations (3), (3a), (6) and (8) we obtained results fori:1,...,26 and 4:Q,91 which are .2,2
and Table 3. They show larger tha to a
considerable reduction of or of d to a
resulting increase of the set identi ct is
most_pronounced at the velength in the inirared portion.

The elimination of the reflective characTeristics Nos. 12, 14: 15, 22 fronr
the 21y' set shows that _they contribute considerably to 'this' 

uncertainty.
fig.. ?, 3 and rable 4 show the I- and d-values obtiined after the r.sp.i-
tive characteristics have been eliminated. These conclusions are valid in'ge-

3 KocMur{ecrru uscne4saHna, xn. I 33



Table 4

Dependcncc of the Information (l) and the Coefficient

and q /or Inax-2.9444
(r-#) on the v,/antertgth (L)

, l- q-4.sr, I c:0.05 I t=o.o, I o:o.ot
(nii') l-,-l+ | , t,;- l-l ,:+ l- | '

I | 'lnraxl 'rnaxl , 'tu", ' l':6;

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
5i0
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650

neral for all examined values of 4, which shows that at the specilication
the real values of 4 for these objects special attention should be paid
the planning oi the experiment.
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Upon elimlnatlon ot the rcflective cllaracterlstlcs Nos.=12, 14, 15, 22

2.0906
2.1845
2.2752
2.3037
2.1562
2.1873
2.2549
2.t324
2.2033
2.0798
2.2653
2.2788
2.3501
2.2349
2.3213
2.2275
2,29E1
2.3101
2. l 331
2.0383
2.07 t0
2.0955
2.2553
2.2116
2.1787
2.2243

0.7100
0,74r 9
0.7727
0.7821
0.7323
0.7428
0.7658
0.7242
0.7483
0.7063
0.7693
0.7739
0.7981
0.7590
0.7884
0.7565
0.7805
0.7846
0.7245
0.6922
0.7034
0.7 tt7
0.7660
0.751l
0.7400
0.7554

2,2124
2.3730
2.377 4
2.6058
2.2230
2.4011
2.4882
2.3596
2.4436
2.2492
2.3095
2.4207
2.5581
2.3455
2.4820
2.3389
2.5E96
2.5316
2.277 |
2.2902
2.2700
2.3176
2.5517
2.4rOl
2.3256
2.5E09

0.75t4
0.8059
0.E074
0.8850
0.7550
0.8155
0.8450
0.8014
0.8299
0.7639
0.7844
0.8221
0.E688
0.7966
0.8430
0.7944
0.8795
0.8598
0.7734
0.7778
0.7709
0.787 r
0.8802
0.8185
0.7898
0.8765

2 5101
2.7985
2.9108
2.7456
2.58 r 6
2.6574
2.73s5
2.8297
2.8376
2.8389
2.7995
2.7008
2.8034
2.5262
2.7991
2.7266
2.87 15
2.87 t7
2.5542
2.70r7
2.5956
2.7645
2.6286
2.8328
2.6538
2.8t72

0.8525
0.9504
0.9886
0.932s
0.876E
0,9025
0.9290
0.9644
0.9637
0.9642
0.9508
0.9r73
0.9521
0.8579
0.9506
0.9260
0.9752
0.9753
0.8675
0.9 r 75
0.8815
0 9389
0.8928
0.9621
0,90 r 3
0,9568

2.6526
2.7985
2.9444
2.87 L5
2.6526
2.6980
2.9444
2.9444
2.8715
2.9444
2.8715
2.8715
2.9444
2.73r9
2.87r5
2.8008
2.87l5
2.9444
2.7255
2.8715
2.7282
2.7985
2.7985
2.8715
2,9444
2,9444

0.9009
0.9504
r.0000
0.9752
0.9009
0.9163
1,0000
1.0000
0.9752
1.0000
0.9752
0.9752
1.0000
0.9278
0.9752
0.9512
0.9752
1.0000
0.9257
0.9752
0,9266
0.9504
0.9504
0.9752
r.0000
1.0000

of
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I4u$opuaqr4oHHbre xapaKrepvcrrdKtr rpupoAHbrx o6pasoaauuri

I. H. Mu,tuea, B. C. /lcrcena, T. K. flnee

(Pesrome)

Paccuarpunaercs Bonpoc o HeonpeAeneHHocru npu r{AenTr{Quraquu cl6rerros
7-ro rracca m !-!t AnHHe BoJrHbr(./:1,,..,ff)noorHorueHHro r( HeKoropoMy
rrt ocranbHux N- 1 x,naccos AaHHoro MHoxecrBa o6teKros /w:{it\)}.

. HeonpeAe-renHocrb paccMarpHBaeMoro MHoxecrBa BHpaxaercs Marpu-
qeft .4=llptn)l ycnoBHHx BeposrHocrefi p*.
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Discriminant Analysis
of Natural Formations Reflective Characteristics
by a Minimal Number of Wavelengths

T. K. Yanev, D. A/. A[ishea

It has been established that the diiferent natural formations reflect the
energy of the visible and infrared ranges in different ways. As the range
is comparatively broad the spectral reflective characteristics are measured
in a considerable number of wavelengths. That makes the measuring pro-
cess and the subsequent analysis difficult, and the inlormation obtained
contains a big amount of redundancy.

The problem to be solved here is the following; what is the minimum
number of wavelengths ,ti and exactly in which wavelengths the rellection
index must be measured so that the identification of the reflective charac-
teristics r1(A) of a set M, given in advance, from "/ classes of objects O7,j:1,..., l,can be ensured.We assume that the iunctions 11Q), i:1,...,n
are given with their confidence intervals +zlriQ) in the visible range
of electromagnetic waves /),,:7o-7r. It is assumed that 11Q) are statio-
nary random functions. The problem is solved in two ways: (1) the reflec-
tive spectral characteristics are used directly for the pufposes of identifica-
tion; and (2) a transformation of 11(),,) is carried out in advance by means
oI suitable translorming functions, aftrr which the identification of the trans-
formed functions is performed.

L ldentification by Means oI rj(l)

The dividing surface for the identification ot rtQd is chosen in accordance
with the Bayes criterion for a minimum average risk (one-dimensional case):

(r) 
^,:ffif;)i:?IY,,r,#,

where ri1; and lht are weighting coetficients of the 7 and ft classes of objects,
p(a) and p(a,,) are a priori probabilities of appearance in these classes. In
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our case all objects will be considered as equally likely and of equal weight
and then 1o:1, i. e, the dividing surface of the-criterion is redriced to-the
intersection point of the u(ltla) andra(A1la1) disftibutions of 7 and ft class-
9.r. If .this point is out of the contidence limits t/r1e) and + /r,,().,) ot
the classes compared, these classes are identified in tlie wavelengtir 7r."rne
algorithm is easily rcalized in the following way:

The ,matrix ,4 of the relations 'the lth and the ftth classes are recog-
nizable in the r1tz1\ and r,,llro intervals" (these relations are denoted
here with l). The opposite ratios of nonrecognizability (when rillrj and,
rrJ_4r,, have a non-empty cross section) are designated by 0. The matrix
.4 is formed for all two-element combinations c] of the 01 classes and for
all wavelengths ,1;.

A subset of rlzl is identified in a given combination of wavelengths 'l;, if in
each column ol A containing the wa'elengths there is at least oie number l.
In this way the rule for the addition of 0 and I is determined:0*0==0:
0+l:l +0:l+1:1. The identification of ri (,1,) by means of the combina.
tion Cf; of the wavelengths is possible only if all coluruns of the submatrix
fornred by C'1,' have a sum equal to 1.

The complete solution of the problem is obtained by studying succes-
sively the combinations C'!, m:1,..., n until the first solutions Belonging
to a given class of wavelength combinations Cy ue obtained,

2. Identification by Means of Transformation in Advance

The transformation of the original function ri(),) is reasonable if the new
function offers better possibilities of identifying ri (,1r) by means of a smaller
number of wavelengths. That is why it is necessary for the transformed
function z:f(r) to check whether the Bayes criterion shows better results
(reducing Type I and Type II errors). For this purpose the law of the dis-
tribution of z must be determined:

(2) p(z):plv(z)l.v'(z), r1:v(z); v'(z):'#
After that for the z1 and zu distributions of the two classes compared the
summary error of Type I and Type II is to be f ound :

Zcr 
=(3) p: I po@),l. + lp1@)d.2,' r_:"" !,;'

where zcr - internal intersection point ol p(21) and p(z).

o-2n

0

0

I7,,
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In general, the integral in (3) is not solvable. When the set is given it
can be solved by numerical methods, In order to obtain sorne analytical
results we examined the particular case determined by the following limiting
conditions:

I. The distribution p(r) is normal;
II. The conditions ot4tri and, in particular, oJ:Qttj, q4l, are satisfied.
III. The functions z are integral .transformations which, according to rr.

and ru sarnpling, are replaced by their sums.
In this. study the following transforming functions are examined :

a) Module-structure function :

(4)

used in paper fl. There

symmetry axis at ,:+

T

C(t): I f(x)-f (x{n) d.x
0

it is proved that the function is symmetric with a

It is shown also that C(t) and f(x) are in a ho-

momorphous relationship, i. e. diflere
way: f(x), if (jx+C)+D, i:l_1, j=
pond to the same function C(z). Thi
tation, because in practicq it can be 

,.(l

by means of contr.ot characteristics of the type: c"ns,(r): llf(x)-f (x*t)ldx

and by the f(x) value for x:xet. For the example e*a?nined in this work
it is not necessary to use such control characteristics.

b) Kolmogorov's structural function:

T

(5) caQ): !v<*l-rw4t))zd,x;
0

c) Autocorrelation function;

In our case /(x):r(1,) and the integrals are substituted by the follow.
sums:

Q k): Z lri Ui) - ri Q1 r v)1,
(i')

C e,g): )lry Q,l- UQit-,)lz- (t)

Kt k) : 2' Ir, Q ) - rtllrl Q, 1 ) -V11.

(r)

T

x (,) : J I f@) - mll f@*,) - mld'x.
0

(6)

ing

(4a)

(5a)

(6a)



It follows from the lirniting conditions I, II, lll that the sum Cr.(z) has also
a normal distribution with an arithmetic mean C7 and dispersion a2, respec-
tively equal to :

(7)

For the sums Coy and I(1, according to equations (5a),and (6a) and condi-
tions I and II, aiter neglecting the small terms of higher order, we obtain:

cj@,-)7i61-ffi *t'11;"1*)q,{fr -(},)lz+.Fl@s,1lz}.
It I

(8) c -,A,* ZtVi1t I-Vt 6r+,11,
{t)

ozo,^' [ 4qz146s-rt 1a7-)]{ [ri (lr]r+ lry Q't+i],]
(r)

and

'' K i"' ) 1-ry qt1 - rtl t r;6;+ x) - aA

(9) (o

oru,- Z tJi6 -, t 1,, i Qd, + [ 
r 1 Q, a t) - 11 l2 r 1 (), 1 )- fzl q2.,u)

,:.Thus the distribution of C, Cu, ( from.equations (4a), (5a) and (6a)

froves to be normal, provided the limitations I and II are given. Then their
intersection point for the 7 and ft classes is found by nteans of the equation:

(r- piz (r-rtil!

-t _r-;T-_a ,--d-.
tt2n oi t!2n op

After calculating its logarithm the equation takes the following form:

_t,-r!' 
=1nai 

_(r-p,11\2 .

, 2a2, - "' ";-- %7 '

thus

(t0) ,r,r:-Jj#L
where a.-+-+oi ai

b-2 (+ - 1+)." _\"; 
orol,

c 4-1 Ztn 
ot-'

'

The efficiency'of each of the transformations C, Cn, K is measured by
the value of the integral in (3). In this case it may:take the following form:



1tjr12 ,'i 7 ,tzk

P:J, 'd,ti*Jr-udru,
_€ ,1k1,2

(3a)

. f-lt;n
where q *: ,f is the coordinate of the normalized normal distribution.

The value of p will be smaller when the limit

(11) ,rp,,u-!e#
, is greater in absolute value. In spite of the limiting conditions I, II and III,

the analytical exarnination of the criterioq (l l) is still difficult, as the expres-
sions for pj,h and, oi,n ilom (7), (8) and (9) take part in (10) in a relatively
complicated manner. That is why two particular problems are treated in our
further work.

IV. the firnctions rtQ,) and re().1) arc connected by the determinated
functional relation:

(12) {141:1ta0)ri(t1),

where 0: col'lst, | 0 l< 1.

V. The functions ro(),,) and ry(A;) arc of such a type tbat their differ-
ences are of a randotn character.

( 1 3) r eQ.1) = 11 (A) -f /r1,n (A),

where lry,aQ) -randorn function;

z1r1,oQ,1):0.

We shall first examine case IV.
It follows from equations (7), (B) and (9) that lor p,, o defined by (12)

and for the tfiree transforming functions C, Cn, and K the following expres-
sions are valid:

' ph:(l1-0) w, oi:0+0), oti.

Then the equation (10) takes the form

'-!:ut4ffi
assuming lnoufo1u"0, and (11), respectivelyr

(11a) ,,ft:t.+f#+, vt:;;
Therefore in this case the efficiency of the criterion 4 is inversely pro-

portional to the coefficient of variance V and the comparative analysis is
to be carried out by means ol Vs, V"o, Vo.For this purpose the following
ratios should be formed :
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(F ) 
*, -, n)' . n_?u' *, - v,)u w? + r?\

lZ rx: t r't)lZ t*, - r r,)'

*',"K:YT":++,

With a view to equations (7), (8), (9)

*",*:W:#
lor as,s*:

(l 4) @c,c K:

is obtained where, for the sake of simplicity, the substitutiotts Xt:rr(J1t1,
Y;-r1Q"il t) are used. The sum Z Xi-Yil can also be presented as

follows:

z
(r)

I xrY,',: Z(x,- r; + )9,- x,),
(14,) (,1r)

where values for is the set oi i
values This way o Xi--l;l to be

differe to Xt and
In tremums of the condition:

!Y-:0, (rba) ':y:0, r: r, . .. , n.(l 5)

The system (15) is equivalent to the iollowing system:

{t 221 x,- Y,1 . 4 . 214-Y,1', (& + rh +v I x,- Y,l'12 (x,- Y ) 6? + Y?)

+ ( x i - Y )z 2 x i\ 12 6? + Y') lz (x t - Y i)212j - l2 lx t - Y, l)' 4

(16) x>K&- Y)2 (X?+r1)l . {zx,l'(xi-Y)212

a 1S1x't + fi11 1z z 1x, - Y,)nl 12 (xr - r,)l) : 0.

In (16) all sums are identical for t
Therelore (16) is a system of equation
&. This system is to be satisfied, i. e.

must be cancelled out by their roots.
tions of the third power have only one

Similarly, the condition fi: const
the system (l5a).

fherefoie ,","K has an extremum at X,:/, Yi:Y'
The value of the extremum is

(17) (@c,cp)ext:2.

By way of example a check with the following valueg ol X; and Y1.;

xr:ai xr:2a, xa:3ct', !t:2a, !z:3a, !s:a shows that the extremum is
a maximum.
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( Z x- Y, l\' |y,x31x, -v,1, a y'* _-r7'l\?r 't6'
(r) L tit J

In a rvay analogous to the one used for @cpx it is shown that at",* has an

minimum at X,:X, Yi:Y. es )Xt-2y,, it follows that at the extre-
(i) (i )

mum X: )/, but then limT: ff and, consequenilltx-rl'-,y-V: L-tltl .

The value of the minimurir in this case is
(19) (.",iext:2.

Finally, let us determine the ratio a)c,r, measuring the efficiency of c
with respect to fi. According to I and II this ratio is

(20)

The magnitude of ar",, depends on the concrete structure of r7(,1). For
in_stance, for the straight line !:x the module-structure characteristic is
given by the expression C(r):2t(T_r), while for the sine-shaped curve

-tl:sinx this expression is C(r):8sini. It is clear that for the straight line
the value of the function c(z) becomes greater than half the area between
the straight line and the abscissa when r r t I \

'>; f 
r-i)and, for the sine-shap-

ed curve, when sin !>]. our experience shows that for curves of the
spectral reflective characteristic type a considerable range of z exists where

the conclition ZlrlQ)-rl),,+ll>o+ is fulfilled. In this case, as

2x?:2-ffqnX|"*ana r,>): tor a",, there exists a range for which(r) (0

The f<rllowing expression is obtained for the coefficient as,K

*",'>V t'(2r)
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has arithrnetic mean equal to zero lor a sufficiently large set oi values
i, the following is obtained for the above differences :

(22) Co-Ct: z XKt-yo,i- zl Xi,-Yi,l
(t) (i)

: ) 1t x 1 o O- / yi oel* Z VJ 
yj 

t, Q) - r'xr;(41 : 0
(tuli (Mi

in accordance with condition II.
Similarlv we obtain:

(23) lc u (i1- c u1i y: 
: ) 1z x, o (i) - zt y 

; u(41, -F 0.
(r)

(24) lKu:Kt): lltx,,,(i)ll/Yjh0l+0,- (l)

Equations (22), (23) and (24) show that for functions delined by conditiott
V the module-structure characteristics have 0 efficiency, as opposed to Cp

and K. This result can be consiclered as a weighting property of C which Cu

and K do not possess to the same degree.

Discussion

l. When the reflective characteristics are used for their identification direct-
ly the algorithm exposed in item A furnishes the answer as to what the
minimum number is of wavelengths J,i enin) by means of which the apputten-
ance of new objects to a given set M of reference classes can be recog'
nized. If the number of these classe s is not too large, the necessary number
of wavelengths ii (n,inl in which r is to be measured is cornparatively small.
This simplilies the measuring process and the analysis of reflective charac-
teristics.

2. In the case where zl4 contains many reference classes (for instance,
several hundred) it is probable that the number of l;1n,1n1 shall be commen'
surable with the total number z of the sampled values of r. Here it is
advisable to use some of the transforming functions C, C*, Kexamined above'

The equations (17), (19) and (21) contain the basic results of the tlrree
transforming functions obtained so far. They show that there is a possibi'
lity for the module-structure characteristics, deiined by equation (4), to have
a better efficiency than the original functions and the transformations defin-
ed by equations (5) and (6). This elficiency results in a decrease of pro-
bability for type I and type II errors using the Bayes criterion for a mini'
mum risk when the identification ol 11 is carried out. This reduction of
errors leads to possibilities for the decrease also of the minimum number
of C (r) values, by means of which the identification of the set M of refe-
rence classes with given reflective characteristics is realized. A better effi-
ciency of c is therefore to be looked for in the range of the greater ilalues
ol z where the coefticient of var'iance 7" decreases considerably.



Table I

\.n*l | |,,\l 'l 'i
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
'470
480

*1,,

0.203
0.204
0.205
0.209
0.210
0.211
0.211
0.2t2
0.2t4
0.215
0.215
0.215
0.2t4
0.213
0,213
0.2t3
0.216

.224

.23r

0.01
0.01

0.
0.

0.0
0'
0.021

490 ,

500
5l'0
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
6I0
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
7D0
760
770
780
790

I
101
101

I
0.10i
0.101
0.1 0c
0.1

I
0.1

0.247
0.254
0.261
0.26S
0.274

t
I
1

.l
I
I
I
101
I

.l

.104

.350

.ODU

.348

.339

.327

.31I

/4'is'large, will there be a sufficient number of high values of C for the
identification of the classes ot M? The affirmative answer to this question
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l52l0,l
l53t0.l
15410.14
159t0.15

.16210.157
0.l7 l lo.r
0.18210.1

0.277|a.21

.020

.o2I

.022

.024

.025

.026

.027

.027

.029

.03+
,040
.053
.066
,070
,067

,091
,097
l0l

l3l
144
161
l8i

245
.249

o.247
0.241

231
0.229

oll

2tl

241

087

9.too
0.1 20
0.149
0.169
0.17

.151

.143
141

,l6l
.l /6

.238

.264

.29r

.332
0.374
0.41

.033

.041

.045

.044

.042

.040

.039
,040
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0.090 0.103 0.134 0.085 0.152 0.084 0.057
0.082 0.097 0.126 0.145 0,161 0.073 0.055
0.079 0,090 0.119 0.238 0.146 0.079 0.053
0.073 0.087 0.112 0.318 0.131 0.077 0,051
0.070 0082 0.107 0.385 0.117 0.068 0.052
0.06E 0.080 0.101 0.510 0.105 0.070 0.053
0.066 0.079 0.100 0.570 0.094 0.067 0.054
0.072 0.085 0.105 0,620 0.098 0,069 0.057
0.098 0.125 0.182 0.660 0.125 0.081 0.062
0.238 0.295 0.381 0.690 0.200 0.112 0.066
0.395 0.450 0.452 0.715 0.275 0.141 0.071
0.47110.{95 0.525 0.755 0.361 0.181 0.081
0.500 0.521 0.565 0.752 0.435 0.268 0.112
0.519 0.532 0,580 0.771 0.589 0.350 0.123
0535 0.550 0.620 0.789 0.673 0.404 0.t35
0.550 0.563 0.680 0.805 0.742 0.495 0.148
0.561 0.575 0.750 0.820 0.794 0.558 0.161
0.572 0.588 0.7S1 0.833 0.E32 0.592 0.1E0
0.582 0.5S9 0.820 0.846 0.865 0.616 0.200
0,591 0.611 0.842 0.000 0.889 0.635 0.220
0.603 0.625 0.868 0.0001 0.910 0.651 0.238

I

0.022
0.022.022

.0341 0.034

0.111
,l5l

0.062
0.066
0.071
0.081
0.t12
0.r23
0.t35
0.1 48
0.161
0.1 E0

.371

.391

.471

.507
517

.525
<a'7

.549
,560
.D/ U

is implied in the iollowing ptoperty of C(r) : it is steep for the small values
of z and rapidly reaches high values. Its steepness is approximately propor-

drtlonal to t. dX.
The limiting conditions used to obtai s actually do

not greatly restrict the problem because th ing that con-
ditions I and II really exist in the case of [2, 3]. Condi-
tions IV and V show certain advantages of re characteri.
stics in the identification of objects that are similar. This is actually the
basic problem underlying each similar algorithm.

The algorithm described in itern A and the module-structure characteristics
are applied irr the following exarnple: tlre set /4 eonsists of 34 reflective

o.o23l
0.0231
0.0261
o.028l
0.0311
0.0331

o.1l8l
0.l5Bl
0.2501
0.3801
0.5081
o.6ool
0.6181
0.7201
0.7 571
0.7851
0.B0el
0,8301
0.8471

I

0.023
0.024
0.026
0.027
0.029
0.028
0.032
0.035
0.040
0.049
0.066
0.086
0.102
0.1 l5
0.1l0
0.096
0.087
0.078
0.070
0.065
0.061

).054
).057
1.062
t.069
).078
i.1 28
J.202
J.402
c.482
0.530
),540
).551
1.595
c.578
1.593
1 Ana

0.020
0.020
0.022
0.023
0.025
0.026
0.028
0,030
0.041
0.059
0.079
0.098
0.111
0.103
0.092
0.080
0.072
0.065
0.061
0.05i

).045
).042
).045
).048
).055
).073
1.1 38
1.381
1.465
l.5l I
).524
1,534
).545
r.558
1,569
"r (en

0.027
0.029
0.02B
0.032
0.035
0041
0.052
0.074
0. l0l
0.r 19
0.1 2l
0.1 l7
0.105
0,092
0.083
0.077
0.071

J,VZZ
1.023
).024

0.065
0.064
0.065
0.073
0.082
0.095
0.142
0.225
0.424
0.495
0.522
0.535
0.546
0,507
0.568
n .qRn

u.(r,lo
o.o+o
0.045
0.060
o.o8l
o.tt5
0.128
0.1 29
0.123
0.11 1

0.100
0.090
0.082
0.077
0.073
0.070
0.070
0.070
o oR0



characteristics of deciduous and coni
(Table l). Each reflective characteris
l0 nm in the range of 400-800 nm.
The coeificient from condition II is
the algorithm from item A lor M sh
are not identified by means of tw
this is possible in 

-2212 
three-elem

applied for C(z) shows that there exi
z. value.s, by means of which the total set M__is- recognizecl. As the possible
three-element combinations in this case are 9Bg0 and"the-iwo-etement ones
for z are 190 [c(') is symmetric], the ratios ]fff ano ffi are similar in value
Therefore, it can be stated that itr this case ci4 gives 

-results 
which are byone order better than 11Q),

. It. remains to prove thi possibilities of the transforming functions c, c,
and K for a set consisting of a considerably larger numbei of classes. "
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Optimization of a Parallelepiped Discriminant '
Function at a Multidimensional Analvsis

T. K. Yanev

When eifecting a classificational analysis of stochastic subjects Oi, j: l, . . .N,
presented in the multidimensional space S:{xr}, i:1,...,f,,, the choice of
a criterion is a basic stage for the quality of the deciding rule (discrimi-
nant function). Often the sum of the error probabilities from the lst and
2nd genders servcs as such a criterion. The minimum value of the sum is
attained by the Bayes criterion of the minimum risk. As we know [], this
procedure, though well elaborated methodologically, entails considcrable
calculation difficulties, especially when the number of classes Cs, h:1,..., M,
formed by Oi, is considerable. In this case, even the linearized Bayes pro-
cedures, or the linear discriminant functions lose their effect in general, be-
cause a great number of linear discriminant functions are needed [1].

The simplest approach is, of course, the one in which the discriminant
function is defined by simple in iorm volumes in the multidirnensional
space S. Such could be, by way of example, multidimensional parallelepi-
peds, spheres, ellipsoids, and the like. In this instance, the deciding rules
are simplified considerably, and in the case of the multidimensional paral-
lelepiped they are reduced to a system of simple inequations. On account
ol such a simplification ol the deciding rule, the value of the risk function
Q increases.

This paper treats the problern oi optimization oi the parameters of the
constant limits (discriminant functions) of the classes in space $ in order
to obtain a minimum value of rQ (Naturally, this minimum value is higher
than the value which could be obtained by the Bayes discriminant pro-
cedure).

As we know [3], in the general case the risk function has thc follow-
ing lorm:

(l ) R : ! LIF: ^c ^ef(x I u'')ao hl x) dx)'

17



where : X(x.r,.. , . , x) is the current vector-realization, p* is the apriori probability of the z-class subject appearance, f(xlp^) is'"ttre _d,eusity

of the probability of the m-classsubject appearance in the volume dx:flat,,

lctt' 'c,u Ic:l 
Ilc''' ' 'c"l

is. a payment-oJf matrix with elements cn., equal to the price of the error
when^.relating the x to the. zz-class,_ at the ft-class subject'availability.

6(yoln is_a unit function, equal respectively to:
l, when X is in 

ll?,;..*t"" 
l-p of the ft-class,

into|'1,.'.'jthatconditionwillbetaken
criteri m risk, regions /-n depend on

the index m, i. e. f o: le(n), and are ned by thE equatibn :'
(2) pnC,ef(Xlpn):p*Co*f(Xlp^).

Equation (2) shows that the minimum risk is attained bv the introduc-
tion of flexible limits, dep.ending on the pair of indices (h,'m) of. the com-
parable classes. This condition makes the 

-analysis 
complicated because, in

the general case, regions (m) are strongry noilinear and multidimensional.
At constant limits and normal cistiibution f lxlpl, which we accept

further on, equation (l) has the form:

M
(3) R: J'--a

i=t

M I tu 'li bni ,l
F:,'o,,onLilfrt e,f, ' 

,1, {=,lor'r,

; I<x-u'ntrx;l(x-pn\

1;Ril

)rx7t{x

bn

I
aU

vl-| w-rlrr<7l{x-M t14 tt o.!i

(3b)/, : Z Zcrp*-(M-t) Z Ii=t F=\ j:t ai. ah,Fi - tj

-(M-l)Ctopt T
- \,,e-

lKil

K- covariational matrix.
_ln the general case, the limits ail

parallelepiped can change independently
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and bii of the multidimensional
on one another. At the R optimi-

ta tul

Z Zcrp*
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zation bJ (3) ttris means the introduction of 2n parameters ol tht: optimi-
zation. Frrrther on we will accept the following limiting conditions:

(4) au : pii(l - q),

bit: t"i/l *g),

i, e. we accept that the limiting surface of the 7-class is a parallelepiped
which is centrally symmetric to the point described by the tip of the vector,
pu, and its magnitude changes with one and the same coefficient of pro-
portion q along all the axes of the space S. Under this condition, it is sden
in (3b) that /, is a mcnotonously decreasing function of 4, when the va-
l_ue-g o! &!at Kn M are fixed, because the normal distribution is positively
defined in the multidimensional volule (--, oo)" and to each dq correi-
ponds an increase of the integration region volume of the integral in (3b),
and dlr10 is accordingly obtained.

Analogously, we obtain from (3a) that /, is a monotonously increasing
function of q.

Also, the following limit relations follow from (3a) and (3b):

MM

Ir^h: lim.lr:g i lz^u*: lim Ir: ) ZC otPrq)@ q-@ ,=, 
,t+tu

and therefore, because of monotonous change of /. and ./r, and since

(5) Rmnx: lim (: lim Ir: Q(q :Q1,
q)6 q+@

then relations (5) show that in the region (-*, m)a the risk function ft
has at least one minimum. The values of 4, which correspond to .Q,1n, can
be determined by the equation

(6) dQldq:a,

In the relatively simple case, when signs x, describing the subjects O;
oi a given class are independent on one another, i. e. when the covaria-
tional matrix of the class is diagonal, the multiple integrals in (3) are given
as a product of one-fold integrals, and a possibility is offered for condi-
tion (6) to be obtained by differentiation under the sign of a one-fold in-
tegral. Then we obtain for (6):

(6a)
dR- r_ I Ir-.,".;J-!r,ii[!il-r,inlAi-l4y aH .4vkiPh4I - -E-

h1t l

" [ ( *. . 
" 

p . 
{ - }r", lt t il - p t ;, t "2,}) - 

uL#*lJ 
( a . 

" 
o

t+i t+t
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.f-+-'fl.
It is obvious from^( ct 'determination of the dependence

\@).AV the equation (3) ly prove to be easier, even in this
simplifie_d case, than the (6a), 

- or of (6) respectively. For that
purpose it is. appropriate : the integrals in (3-a) by 

-the 
Monte

Carlo metho_d, which in this case offers considerable siinptiiicition, because
the integration regions are simple volume-parallelepipeds orientaied along
the coordinate axes.

.The deciding rule at constant limits, defined by a multidimensional
parallelepiped, is reduced to a verification of the inequation system:

(7) all-<xi-<bi1, i:1r... rf,, j:1r.,., M,

wher_e 4(*t,..., x,r) is a vector-realization, subject to classification.
. If (7).is satisiied for certain 7 and for ali i, it is accepted that x be-
longs to the 7-class of the multituile I

The mean risk function (aver
mined under this deciding ruld by
(3) only for the 7'-class, though wi

the limits ail
nding on more
system of parti

ca
a
be
calculation of R by (3). It is possible
rule should become commensurable w

probably be acceptable at consider-
n that it was more profitable econo-

reflectiye characteristics. In that case.
of wavelengths would involve a single col
obtaining reflective characteristics (increase in the number of channels for
obtaining spectral information). This single complication of the design would
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be compensated by its multiple applications in collectfng and processing
considerable data files.

Equation (3) shows that the risk function depends on the number r1'l
oi the classes and increases with the increases of A{. That is why it is
convenient to introduce the quantity "relative risk" for the comparative
analysis of different in volume sets of classes :

M III

(8) E:Rlz z
m:l l-l

hlm
IvI M

:Rlz 2 Zc*op^,
^=, E+k

Taking into consideration equation (5), we iind that 6 chenges in the
interval 0<6<0.5. The value f :0.5 corresponds to the marimum indeter'
minacy in the class.identification. The same value is obtained not only when
the region deternnining the limits of the classcs is with a zerc volu,me qr,
respectively, is infinitely great, but also when all the djstributions are eqllal.
In this case we also have complete indeterminacy.

The maximum indeterminacy is obtained also in the case when M-> oo.

This is due to the fact that in equation (3) the integral values tend toward
zero, because in the constant volume of integration there is a part of the
infinite norrnal multidimensional distribution which tends toward, zerc.

ff
J J lnc^rf(xlp)*pec6f(xlpl))d.x
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Y a n s o n. Automation of space image ln-

indeterr,ninacy conditious. - S.ovetskoe radio,

Onruuugaqurr [apaJrnenenuneAHoft At4cKpHMHHaHTHoIi

Qynrcquu B MHofoMepHoM aHaJIIzBe

T. K. flnee

(Pesrcve)

flpu rlaccnQuraqur.r croxacurqecrux o6rerroB ocHoBHb[M KpHrepLIeM roq-
Hocrn x.rraccuQuxaqar{ rBJrgerca Qynrqus pucKa. B nacroguleu pa6ore uc-
cJreAoBaHa npo6nenra MHHI{Mr{sarIHu Qynrqun p}Icra, KorAa rpaHHIIbI KJIaccoB
croxacrr{qecxnx o6rexroB npHHHManrcn 3a MHoroMepHbIe napanJlenennlleAbl.
flpoqe4ypa MHHr{MH3arIHH oxBarbrBaer flapaMerpbl srax napa/InenenHrleAoB.
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Power Autocorrelative Functiorr

T. K. Yanev

The spectral reflective characteristics (SRC) of the natural formations are
obtained practically as a discrete sequence of values r(1,),i:1,.., ,n of the
reflective index oi the formation. This permits the SRC description through
the vector lip X(xu. . ., xn) in the finite multidimensional space with dimen-
sionality..n, in which the subject descriptive signs are x,-=rQ"i). SRC are
stochastic functions because of the natural dispersion oi the fbimation pa-
rameters. This property _o! theirs necessitates the use oi statistical proba-
bility methods of the sRC classification even when the measurement er-
rors are so small as to be neglected. From the point of view of minimi-
zation of _the probability ( for an error of lst gender (,,omission',), or an
error of 2nd gend_er (erroneous identiiication ufalse alarm"), most'suitable
proves to be the Bayes method of the minimum risk at the sRC classifi-
cation analysis. In the general case, when the autocorrelative SRC matrix
is not diagonal, the analytical conclusions become very difficult. But in
some particular cases_it is possible to formulate relatively simple criteria
of the risk function ( magnitude at the determination appirrtenairce of the
vector-observation X(xr, . , , xn) to one of the two classes - k or m. For
instance, the risk function simplifies considerably at the following limiting
conditions:

a) Stgqs x are independent (particularly n:l),
b) SRC of the two vector-realizations are connected with the relation:

r^(1,) : (l * @)ruQ"), @ : constK 1 .

rameters &h7 ltn;: the mathematical
ex onstant 7 is the
va the risk lunction
R ng a coordinate
equal approximately to

(l) n:@lV
(after neglecting the high powers of @).
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.1.

integral f I e-,'tzd,y, 4q0,
u z3l .J

then the value of R is smalle r at a great absolute value of* 4.Of course, these limiting conditions are quite strong (condition (b) in
p.articular), but they provide-a possibility for inalytical i:onclusions thr6ugh
the criterion (l). They can serve as an orientation for the situation in the
general case of the SRC nondiagonal covariance rnatrix.
. Th. gpace oI X(xy. . , x,) can be formed not only through r(2), but

also by the r(1) transformations with a suitable operator. Such a trbirsfor-
matiorr has justification of performance only when the risk function value
could be reduced in the transformed space. Paper [3] shows that the auto"
correlative transformations :

n

(2) C,uk i : ) 1 
111,7 - rQt t rt) J, q : ztJ, . j, j : t, . . ., nf 2, lt : h +r -'t; =:const,

t-1
n

(3) cu\): ZlrQ)-rQ.i{t))2,
I=L

improve the risk function for the cases described by the limiting condi
tions (a), (b) and (c) with the increase of the lri I valui, The transfoJmation
(3) is_given by Kolmogorov [1] and the transformation (2) is defined in l2l.

This paper examines the generalization of (2) and (3), namely :

n

As in that case, ,Q is deterrnined by the

(4) 'c(ri): )11r1t,1-r(1,*,)llN, N: 1,, . ., 6.
i:l

We shall accept equation (l) as an effectivity criterion of this trans-
formation. The studies in paper [3] show that Cu from equation (3) leads to
a smaller value ol i rl I than C^ trom equation (2). In the generil case this
justifies the examinatibn of thii' ratio

(5) Q:r! *, ?.*-:'*.- rl * @wV w_*
Taking 

. into c_onsideration the limiting condition (b) and equation (4),

, we obtain the small parameter Q, by the relation

(6) c!{)Q,):(r*@)NCIPQl.

If we neglect the high powers of @ in (6), we would obtain @n:N@
and then

(7) @yf @y_*: Nl(N-m).

In order to study the V1v-*f VN ratio it is necessary to determine the
expressions lor p"* and o", of C(ff) for an arbitrary N. This can be realized

by the use of the deJinition equation (4) and of the dispersion equation
of a normal distribution composition.
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(8)

In equation (4) the
pressed as follows:

\rv: ),aixi,

" -t""oi,: Z d?L .

llh rcalizatlon 11 (1,) of a given class can be ex-

(9) rt(1,):7(t)a/ri(x''),

wheie r(A) is the mathematical expectation of rin l,; for the examined class.
r1(l';*t) is expressed analogously :

(ea) rt(l' i I t i) : rQ' i lt ) { lt 1(1 t l, ).
Taking into consideration that there follov,ts frorn condition. b) that

7<1, the-high powers of /r1 can be neglected and then we obtain after
the substituti-on of (9) and (9a) in (4) in a first approximation:

(10) cl*'* ZI(i,-y,)'*N(i,-y,)*-'(/xt,-21!i)),j=1

whefe it is marked foi convenietlce z xi:v(/'), !i:r(k*t)'
It follows from equation (8) and (10) and condition b) that:

:-_
(ll) C(ff): )'(xi-yr')N,

i=l

-1_(12) o'c*:V'N' ZGt*Yt)2(N-D(i2+!\,
t=l

The ratio VulVn-* is expressed by equatiotts (ll) and (12) in thefol-
lowing way:

Ther.e'follows from form

it can be written by triple indices:

(13)

(14)

of
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t4) i:l''"'n'
(laa) 9- -, j:1,..., /t,

i, j, h h:l' "' r lt,

at:lxi-!il, bn:x7*!2n

In order to evaluate the effectivity of the N increase, it is necessary
to examine the extremums of lJ with respect to N (for that purpose equation
(14a) is suitable), and the extremum of ttre structure ot r(t1(equatidn (14)
suits. the purpose). In particular, the following system should be solved :

(15a)

(r5b)

(l5c)

dQf dx,:9,
dQldy,:0, i:7, ... , n,

daldN:0.
There follows from (1a) that (15a) and (lSb) contain xi and y, in

a symmetric manner, i. e. the results from (l5a) will be valuable also for
(lsb). We obtain for (l5a) in a developed form:

1A1)
( t 6a) 7 # : t t n B(N - m) (a - 1 )N-ru-r J - / [(N- t) (x - y tlz 

u-t(x,,+ !1)

* (x i - y'72<w-tlxiljC D - {ClD w 1i' - 7)u-'
I Dl(N - nr - l) (x t - ),,)2( 

N- m) -3 . (i? + y, + @ . - y1z<u - *-1) . x tl1. AB,

where

C - Z 6,4.)2(N-n-t) . (rt, + !?),
i:1

n

B - 2' @ i - !')2(u-tt. (x', * !?),

The sums A, B, C, D in (l6a) are independent ol the index l, and xi
as well as y, takes part in the remaining part of the equation in an equal
manner for the different values of the index l. Therefore, the system (l6a)
is reduced to a single equation, representing a polynomial of 

-x. Stiil, ii
we take the ditference x1-li by module (aceording to the definition equa-
tlon ( )), then y, participates symmetrically to x for each i and in all equa-
tions. That is why, the simultaneous sitisfaction of (l6a) and (l6b) demands:

(17) xr:!,.
But it follows from the de{inition equation (a) that if (17) is fulfilled

then x: const.

a:liv,-D,-*l ,

o=lZu,-ol.f
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The derivative (15) is expressed in a developed form by the equation

l"y 
- * 

" 
y - * azu( 

N - D ou ou al@ - m- t) bzul n

(16b) r#,: h,p,q,r' 

l,,lr,y,),"r;._,,_rq
-0.

(i, j, k, p, 4, r):1, . . . , tr.
Obviously (l6b) is annulled also by the condition x:conSt. Therefore,

O from (l4a) has an extremum and it appears when r(,l):sens1.
At N*co the sequence I@,-y,)\, i:1,..., z tends to the sequence

{0,0,...r0,(xi-y).u*}, j:1,...,r(, where K is the number of thebiggest
and equal in size differences (xi-y)^u*. That is why the conditions for an
extremum of (l4a) are realized at .A,/--+.o.

A direct verification can prove that the extremum defined by the sy-
stem (15a7, (15b) and (lSc) is a maximum.

Conclusions

According to the results obtained, each power autocorrelative function, de-
fined ,by equation (4), dinrinishes the risk function of equation (l) when its
power index increases. But we sho rld not forget that these results have
been obtained under . the following lirriting conditions : V<1, ru(X) :
Qn@)r^(1),@<l.The increase of the power indexA/ leads to an inciease
of the role of the neglected terms in the development of pcN, acN and.
(I+@)rv; for example, at Nll0 their contribution in some cases could be
higher than 30-40 per cent even when y:0.05 and @:0.05. Neverthe-
less, at relatively small values of N, it is possible to look for"an optimum
of each concrete set of classes. It is proba6le that this optimum would be
shifted towards the great values of N, when for each on6 of the zl,l-classes
there exists at least one wavelength ,1, in which this class has the highest
values ol r(),), compared with the other classes.

If we take into consideration the higher powers ol lx and lg in the
expression for Cjirl in equation (10), then the distribution ot Ct6 would
1o^t be a.composition of normal distribution, therefore equations (11) and
(12) would not be valuable as sufficient parameters of 

-that 
disiribution

description. Ttris would complicate considerably the analytical conciusions
for the effectivity of transformations (4).

Notwithstanding the fact that t
are quite limited, they do provide
transformation (4). The verification
of multidimensional distributions sho
information for r(tr) has to be trans
Iative functions, according to (4), and the Bayes procedure of the minimum
risk or sorne other convenient criterii should be applied to this file.
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Fault Structures Obtained by Geological
Interpretation of Space Images

H. B. Spirid.onoa, l/. S. Djepa-Petroaa

New trends in studying various natural phenomena and objects appear
within.the developmenl! of. aero.- and space-methods of Earth investigitions
through outer space. Particularly great are the possibilities for thi Earth
sciences of geology, geomorphology, soil studies,'hydrology, and the like.
space 

- 
imag.es 

. 
processing _provides for the accumulation of lnorrnous quanti

ties of statistical material which broalens our knowledge inthe fieldof Earth
spects revealed by the statisticalpro-
a visual method of geological inter-

I images provided by the American

r auu stru cture s. rhe- photo graph_s 
t'}:' 

Ju;pb?;'?.:f titlt#'lt J#:i','jlE.:1
0.5-0.6, 0.6-:0.7, 0.7-0.8, and 0.8-t prn, i. e. in the visibl6 and the n-ear-
infrared regions of the lpgctrl The geographical coordinates of the photo-
graphic centre .are: N 41"42/E-02^6"0_3i N 4t"+o7r 026.05. The spac6 pho-
lograph comprises a surface of s:33502 sq. km. It embraces ttie souttr-
Fastern_ part of -the Bulgarian territory, the 

-Eastern 
Rhodope Mountains

included, as well as most of trtr/estern and Eastern Thrace, whictr are part of
Greece and Turkey.

ich j.s the subject of the geological
Median Massif. Four structural com-
ration, namely : Archaen, proterozoic,
form analogous structural plans [2].

tectonic manirestations,. mosily or " fl?!X',1?i 
oili"ll'rllli"'."1t1'}|:H:

lithostratigraphical complexes are affected by mirltiple tadlti, in which the
sequential structural decomposition of the massif is-reflected.

All the tectonic disturbances have been separated irrespective ot the
corresponding structural plans, during the interpretation ot the space pho-
tographs. The fault disturbances have been mapped (Fig. 1) on thi basib of
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the geological fault structures interpreted (mainly d 7,
with wavelengths 0.6-0.7 and 0.8-l.l prm). The map ared
with the available tectonic, geological, neotectonic, soil
and seismo-tectonic maps. Analogous Greek and T also

, /Vi A7- n \,,-';\

\\ \il,,r. ,\)-' -rllt/ / | /

|--=]' F!'
Fig. l. Map of the fault structures obtained by thegeolo-
gical interpretation of the space images
1 - confirmed frults ; 2 - suggested faults

used. Most of the tectonic structures, interpreted on the space images,
confirmed the already known fault zones and faults. In addition, new struc-
tures unknown to the geological maps were identified. Together with the
definite selection of most fault structures, a considerable number of them
had provoked certain doubts. That is why these structures were divided
conventionally into two categories: a) faults definitely identified on the
space photographs, and b) suggested faults not definitely discerned on the
space photographs. On the other hand, the space images embrace territories
of neighbouring countries for which we are not in possession of detailed
cartographical geological materials. This fact also contributed to adopting
the decision for differentiating between the two fault categories.

The two fault structure categories - confirmed and suggested - obtained
from the interpretation of the space multizonal photographs, were used for
statistical processing with the specialized electronic system of automated
digital recording for photogrammetric and cartographic information.

The set obtained with coordinates of the two fault-structure categories
can be used further on for computer processing. For that purpose the es-
sential indicators which characterize the rnultitude of faults are determined
by the direction (d) and length (l) of the fault, where:
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(3)

(I) di: arctg [(Yr,- Y1)l(X2t- Xr)],
(2) tt:lw,

For the purposes of mathematic
Iength (1,) can be treated as elements

The answer to the oroblem as to
the discrete sequence chiracterizing
can be obtained by the autocorrelat
relation between t, and til,,whete t

N
1H

K(t\: - ).' (t, _t\ (t,---4.- \ \-/ N.? \-t -/ \".1t "/,

where l, are the values of discrete sequence in a definite interval at fault
classification, and N is the number of directionS in which the classification
is performed.

N(4) T:izt,.
i=l

It is well known that the value of the autocorretative function at z:0
rsion.

further on by an ODRA computer.
were calculated by formula! (l)

ed every 5o, l0o and l5o. The total
to 165, that of the assumed ones

being 80. Some additional data for computer processing are given in Table L
Table 1

Faults Num ber
ni

Mlnimum
length/km

-rtln

Drenslty

o=f[knr-tl

Confirmed
Suggested

4.13
4,98

165
80

1 845.7 I
r 261.88

42.57
6t,t o

0.05508t
0.03487

The classification results and the fault structure distribution are shown
on histograms and fault rose (Figs. 2, 3). Both the histograms and the fault
structure rose have been worked out at every b". The classification and the
distributon of the two fault types have been-effected in the range from 0o
to 180".

If we analyze thoroughly the fault distribution at intervals of bo in the
for the confirmed_ ones, and for the suggested faults -- by
the rose, we shall find considerable satuiation (tips of th-e
the following directions: 0o,2b,40o, b0o,90", i0bo, l2b
teresting fault concentration may be observed in the Nolth-

Eastern quadrant in the range between 10o and- 60o both for the confirrned
and for the suggested faults. A constant fault background is present here
and its. tips are outlined in directions of l0o, 25", 40o, bOo. 

-The 
highest

concentration for the faults suggested is in the same quadrant in a dt-irec-
tion of 20'.
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A particularly big saturation of faults is found in the interval from g0o

to 95o and the concentration maximum is attained at g0'. Ii compared to
(1) thete would be almost full coincidence both along the amplitude of
scattering (here it is of about 15o) and in the fault concentration in the

't2

3

4

1

Fig. 2, Histograms :

a - conlirmed faulds ; b - suggested laults

Fig. 3, Rose .of the fault structures ;

a * conltrmetl ; b - suggeste(l

East-Western direction. This conclusion relates to both
gested fault structures.

As far as the remaining interval concentrations in

confirmed and sug-

the North-Western
quadrant are concerned, they pbmpletely correspond to the main lault struc-
ture with directions of l20o-130o and 150"-170' (l).
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.. .91t. basic problem arises here, namely: the determination of the speci-
iic distribution of the faults examined and the respective verification'with
the help of experime.ntal data available. The.histograms worked out (Fig. 2a, b)
show mixed distribution. The verification oi the uniform ciistiiOution

K It')
6

5

4

i r ; 
"';,,111" 

l'"1 l:','l: .j;l.'.tt T ;",,,

availability was performed according to the X,-square criterion (3) which
had shown that with a probability higher than 0.995 we could confirm that
the distribution differed from the hypothetic one at 35 degrees of freedom.

The autocorrelative function K(r) (3), which characterizes the functional
dependence in the discrete sequence upon classification at every 5o, is shown
in Figs. 4a, b. The normalized correlative function

(5) K,1t1: ntl3..

shows that we cannot confirm the availability of a considerable correlative
link between the different fault directions.

A successful step has been taken by processing the geolegical fault
structures obtained by the visual method of interpretation of the rnultizonal
space images of the South-Eastern Bulgarian territory. Such a processing
has not been carried out until now. A comparison with (l) shows that the
interpreted fault structures reflect correctly the total distribution of the
fault systems in the Eastern half ol the Balkan Peninsula. This fact proves
once again that the suggested program of processing fault disturbanccs has
been correctly worked out and is being succrissfully interpreted.
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Paarouune crpyKTypbr, [ory.reHubre npu reoJrorr.rqecKoM
Ae rirn$przp oBaHHu Ko cMr4 qec K nx uso 1pilKe Hr{ rl

X. 6. Cnupudonoo, B. C. flucena-lTempoea

(Pesrcue)

B pesy,nlrare Blrsyanbnoro crpyr{rypgoro 4emu0pupoBalils. Mrroroso'Harbnbrx
KOcMr{qecKtrx llso6paxeuufi, oxnaruBarorrlHx BocroqHue Po4ong, BbrAeJrsrcTcfl
.rrr.rsefiHue pa3noMHbre _crpyKrypbr. Ha ocnone erHx crpyr(Typ cocraBJr€Ha Kapra
pa3noMHhrx uapyuenzfi. flo.nyuenHbre .uusefiuue crpyrrypu noApasAensrcrcs
Ha ABe r(areropHr{: a) ,u,ocroBepHo orAernuQpuposaHnHe 

-paa,novu, 
u 6) upe4-

noJraraeMble pa3JroMbr. 3rH 
_ 
ABe r(arerop[a pa3noMoB ACnOJr,bsVKtrc.s Aarblre

Anfl crarncru.recxofi o6pa6orxn cilerluaJru3nponannofi gJreKTpoHHofi cucreuofi
aBroMarr{.qecrofi quQponoi perrcrparr4rr Qororpanrnaerpu.reirofi r.r Kaprorpa-
Quuecroft un@opnraqnn. Pacnpe4eJreflHe pa3JroMHbrx crpyr(ryp HccneAyercs
MeroAaMH MareMarnrlecrofi ctarncrl,rxr.I.
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Tentative Morphostructural Interpretation
of Space Images of the Eastern Rhodope Mountains

l. N. Vaptsarov, H. B. Spiridonov

The People's Republic of Bulgaria has initiated organizational and practical
activities on environmental studies through space means. Most interesting
and promising results have recently been obtained in the interpretation of
space photographs made for geological and geomorphological studies.' Ttie information obtained has been assessed as unique in its specific
features and in its considerable precision in the information on the geologic-
al and tectonic structure of the country, hence in the structural control
of a number ot exogenic and endogenic ore deposits.

The first results ol the geological and the geomorphological interpretation of
space images for a part of the Bulgarian territory were reported at th.
Plenary Mieting of COSPAR (Varna, 1975). The results of fault tectonics
studies and their importance to establishing the size, position and characte-
ristics of the block 

-structures 
have been demonstrated Il]. The specific ring

volcanic structures, genetically connected with the fault-block structure in
the eastern part of the Rhodope region, have been selected.

This pa-per deals with some preliminary data about the structure of
the above-m6ntioned territory, resulting from the morphological interpreta-
tion of the space images. Th-e landscape method of interpretation, which
makes it possible to establish the main features of the morphostructural
characterisiics of the region in order to determine the taxonomic differenti-
ation of the principal and secondary morphostructures of -the block type,
has been used in this case. Aerial pht tographs and geological, geomorpho'
logical, topographic and tectonic maps, as well as field studies were also
ta[en into consideration in order to obtain a complete characteristic and
a more detailed description.

Space images obtiined by the American satellite ERTS-I were used as

initial-material. Most successful are the pictures obtained in the 5th and

7th channels with wavelengths of 0.6-0.7 pm and 0.8-l.l 1tm. These
photographs have served foi the interpretation not only . of the Eastern
Rnoaope'morphostructure, but also for the neighbouring. territories of North-
ern Gieece and North-Western Turkey (Eastern Thrace).
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The space images inlerptetation of the Eastern Rhodope area reveals

..rt"in Jeoiures incilcative ot the deep structure of the Earth's crust. These

features are rnanifested by the clearly outlined relief elements and the ri-

".i ".tr"rt , and, particuiarly, by the abr.u-pt landscape changes, the photo'

i*. oi 
-*t,i.tr 

is 
'closely ionnlcted with the dilferent morpho.s-tructures.

tne aistinctive zones between the diiierent morphostructures manifest them-

selves in different manners. In some

of recent times, involved in an intens

ctures. Some complications appeared
herited depressi<lns, whete the differ'
t of a linear nature but have a com-

es interpretaiion was made with the
ief featuies: orientation of the river
sliehtlv observable changes oI the
i atl tire available geological, geomor-

maps, as well as bY ground-based

field studies."-'-T;;l;t.rpr.,ation of the space photographs established, not 9{y thq

nrain morphosiructures which riflect'the diep structure, of the Earth's crust

i"-'li.--f".t*" Rhodope region, but also the secondary structural lorms

embraced bY the main morPhostruct
and the negative morphostru.-tot.!'

Based on the different relief iea
lief dismemberment, valley'river net
reflected in the outlines of ridges
watershed configuration, and the lan<

*oiotio.ttu.tures"have been established (Fig' l):'""'t 
C."tiul-eurl..o itrodop. low and micidie-mountain domed block up-' he ore-Hercynian basement,

in iecent times, late Alpine depres-
hill'ridge or valley relief, representing
ain morPhostructures'
ned blotk uplift takes a median place

between the main morphostructures. It maniiests itself as an independent

unit with linear contou?s anO relatively monotonous middle and tow'moun'

tain reliei with modeiai. erosional disinemberment. The river-valley nelwork
e main rivers are of the encircling
dial tvoe. orientated from its central
river, ihe rivers flowing toward the

Rhodope domeri block uplift is limi-led
vable on the space photograph' f!,'
too. To the west (to the Momchil'
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grad ,depression), this uplift is outlined oval volcanogenic
structures. To the east, the. block uplift i from the ,,Er{.ene,,
depression by its more dark-grey uneven re the boundirv is
of a complex type (broken), and follows the margin bet#een

ooa
aoo " gr:e

o
o '*,, ooo'\

o q o,

Fig. l-Morphostructural scheme of the Eastern phodopes
ian Arc _ block uplift (I) : 1a Sonthern block, rnid-

Fault structures : Z-flrst ral(Cjl'k-""rt;;i'f*it't+j', rU*ji*g"t t (t); Giumiurdilna lault a2); Easlern Thrace fatrlt
iliimanlt rr,irt ib),'ifi,1gii-o'it iu !:rtrlts; Biala ieka faults'(6i; Dimotlci ii;lt'i?i;

Paleogene and the Neogene-eua-
on.
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From all the nrarginal late Alpine depressions, most clearly expressed
is the Momchilgrad depression which has a complex configuration of a he-
terogeneous type, manilested in the contemporary relief and successfully
interpreted on the space photographs. It comprises a relatively monotonous,
slightly dismembered relief of sedimentary-tufogenic deposits, ring contours
of volcanogenic structures, and isolated top parts of the intragraben
horsts.

The Low Thracian depression (Ergene), which appeared in Alpine time
with thick deposits of the Neogene-Pleistocene age, according to the avail-
able data, is demonstrated as a well expressed independent morphostruc-
ture. This morphostructure is characterized by a slight dismemperment clear-
ly observable on the space photographs.

' More to the south of the Eastern Rhodope block morphostructure a
superimposed young Aegean depression can be distinguished, particularly
compensated by Neogene and especially by Pleistocene alluvial-proluvial
deposits. The boundary between the Eastern Rhodope morphostructure and
the Aegean depression is represented by a normal tault.

To the East of the Aegean depression, the Dimotikon morphostructure
with an inverse development during the neotectonic epoque is satisfacto-
rily outlined. It comprises clearly depicted secondary block and ring vol-
canic morphostructures with a characteristic radial river network.

The Maritsa depression is distinguished to the north of the Eastern
Rhodope domed uplift. This is a complexly built heterogeneous morphostruc-
ture. It comprises several linear elongated negative and positive secondary
morphostructures in a north-western direction, which agree with the plan of
the hydrographic network. The linear orientation of the structural lorms in
a north-western direction is closely connected with the diagonal network
of the fault zones. The Harmanli fault zone is most clearly observed on
the space photographs. The component block-fault morphostructures within
the limits of the Maritsa depression form a different phototone Iandscape
which can be clearly observed on the multizonal space images.

All the morphostructures of the eastern part of the Rhodope massif
are of a block type and are separated from one another by laults with
north-western, north-eastern and sublatitudinal direction, clearly distinguish-
ed on the space photographs. The subparallel faults form sets with a con-
stant and definitely determined direction. Some of the faults show fragmen-
tary activation, not only in space but also in time, testified by the geologi-
cal studies, i. e. they are long-living faults with an ancient set up, as e. g.
the faults of Eastern Thrace, Xanthi-Krournovgrad, Maritsa, etc. Some of
them are related to the igneous activity during the Alpine tectono-magma-
tic cycle, accompanied by base metal mineralizations:. Zvezd,el-Galenit, Ma-
djarovo, Lozen and other ore fields and zones.

The advantages obtained from the space photographs interpretation for
the purposes of the morphostructural studies of the Eastern Rhodope
Mountains are beyond dispute. They can be used to distinguish the main
morphostructures which can be further studied in a more detailed manner
by other methods as well, field studies included.

A p^sitive assessment can also be made of the interpretation of faults
with the aid oi space photographs.
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B p yA tI ueB, A a, B a r q_a p o B. Br,pxy crpyr<ryprro.Sopvaulron-
Ha qacr or l,IsroqHare Poronra. * I4es. I'eoldr-. rr-r,- Xll, C,

flpe4napr,rre/rb Ha rr Mo p+ocrpyKrypHa fl A Hrepilpera qri fl
KOCMr4qeCKr4X H3O6palKeHnr,l llocroqHtrx Po4on

U. H, Ban4apoe, X. E. Cnupudouoe

(Pesor-re)

B uacroaqefi pa6ore u3Jrafarorcs npeABapr{TeJrbHbre npeAcraBJreHr.rg o crpyK-
rypHoM noflyqeHHbre B pe3yrbrare AeruaopH-poBaHI.Iff a3o6paxeHr.rfr. flpu peureHr4r.r rrocra-
BJIeHHoIi lMHqecKHe Hao6p
aMepr{Kancxoro rexHoJrornqecKoro cnyrHHr(a EPTC
oKaSaJrI{Cb CEHMKIi, CAeJIaHHble B Ar.Iana3oH 0,6-0,7

[eurQpzpoBaHr.re KocMaqecKr.rx tso6paxeHHfi B

AOrr no3BoJrrrer BbIflBHTb npHSHar(H, CBHAereJrbcrByrcrque o r.ly6unnoM crpo-
eHHI'I 3eMHofi _xopsI H pacl(pblBalouiHecfi B scHo oqepqeHHbrx .trrauefinrrx sie-
MeHTOB pe.rrrQa !r cerr4 per, oco6eHHO B pesKHx cMeHax ,nan4ura@ra, uefi
Qororou recHo cBrr3an c pasfiHrrubrMr,r MopQocrpyKrypaMr.r.

Ha ocHoeauntl pagJrttrtbrx npr.rgHar(on- penlfr-a u 
-.rran,qura0ra 

BbrAeneHbr
cneAyrorrlne rJraBHbre MopQocrpyKrypbr :

I ) I-lenrpa.lbgo-BocrorrHopoAoncKoe Hr43Ko- H cpeAueropHoe cBoAoBo-6lo-
KoBoe rIOAHqTI4e, cJIoxeHHoe KpHcTa/IJIHqecKI{MLI nopoAaM14 AorepqLIHcKofo
Qyu4aueura.

2) tlepuQepuftiwe, yHacneAoBaHHbre rrJrn HHBepcHbre s Honeriuee BpeMrr
IIosAHeaJrbnuficrue Aerlpeccllr4, HMero[IlIe nusroropnufi, xoJtM?Ic?o-rps,qbsofi
HJla HH3IIHHufi pe,meQ, [peAcraBJlfllolque aJrJrronnaJrbHo-nponroBr{anbHhre rroA-
HO)r{Hf ropHbrx rr,rop@ocrpyr<ryp.
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On ilization of the Spheric
Ion in Floating Potential Regimeof nalyzing Grids

.t. K. Chaphunoo

The floating potential regime of the outer analyzing grid of the three-elec-
trode spheric ion trap is of a great interest and reveals possibilities for a
broad application of this type of sensor during direct spact-probe measure-
ments. A operatiou regime is the employment
of the sp device of ion (electron) density in
the comp te complex for low frequency and
very low that case, the supply of any kind of
oscillations to the outer parts of the satellite sensor i-s' not recommended
because even the disturbances through the general source of feeding in this
frequency range will discredit the measurements. On the other hanl, when
fpPlVing a linearly changing voitage to the analyzing outer grid of the
trap - to the point of the voltampere characteristics at which the poten-
tial of the plasma (the outer grid has a floating potential) correspond3 to a
current determined by the ions contained around the trap, and when we
know this current the ion concentration can be determined directlv. That is
why this regime is to be preferred in combined magnetic and electrostatic
measurements (see []) where the experimental purity depends on the ab-
sence of impeding factors - plasma-induced potentials in the case,

The aim of the article is to examine the conditions under which ilre
three-electrode spherical ion trap may be applied as a measurer of the ion
concentration, under conditions of floating potential of the analyzing elec-
trode of the transducer.

Thg necessity of regime control of the lloating potential is apparent,
i. .e., it is necessary to measure the isolated outer grid potential of tfie trap
with respect to the satellite body. B rt in order to have such a control it
is necessary to know the limits of that potential change.

In the ideal case (a definite floating potential of the absolutely isolated
outer grid from the satellite body) the following circumstance witl be ope-
rative : i":it, i, e.:
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(l) ai€tt1s;vs(1-32\:"", ^ v: I evr\
- \ Miv6l -'tt" r" ' + t*P \zt)'

In (l) the quantities relating to the ion composition of plasma are denot-
ed by indices l, the index e is used for those related to the electron com-
ponent, o is the portion of the corresponding current due to the punching
of the_ gri{q, S is the accumulation surface for the corresponding charged
particles, Mi is the ion mass, I/o is the velocity of satellite movement, and
o7 is the floating potential.

The above equation takes into consideration the fact that Vi1Vo4V",
i. e. the average satellite velocity exceeds the thermal ion velocity and is
insignificant compared to the corresponding average electron velocity.-Because
of that the ion current has a purely conventional specifics (does not depend
on the ion temperature), while the electron current is thermal, i. e. it does
not depend on the satellite velocity - therefore Si:nr>, Sr-:4nr2 which is
a direct .sequence of the above circumstance (r is the radius of the trap
outer grid).

If a, and q2 ate the trasparency indices of the inner and outer grid of
the trap, then:

ai:7-az the part of the ions that will fall on the envelope;
a":l-az*a2(l-a2):l-"3 the part of the electrons that will fall on

the envelope.

Moreover, quantity b#:rr,", where pret is the retarcling potential of
the corresponding M, type ions. The main thermal velocity of electrons is
V":(':'" j"', th.n equation (l) takes the form:- \m" I

(2\ v^h-! \:lrr ',"s P!L\''' ,*o (',Y\.\-/ 'u\ VretJ 2 t' t "zt \ mn | -^v lkTel

In the general case \rye obtain

(3) I "(, -JL\: ArtAz.vt
\ Y'ret /

where At and A2 arc constants, depending on Vo and 7* The examination
of this dependence is of interest since it is closely connected with the
orbital data of the satellite. This will probably be done in a future study.

As our main purpose is to study the real conditions under which our
trap will operate, we have to find out the influence of the real resistance
in the potential measurer connected to the outer grid. Obviously, this resist-
ance Rrn connected between the trap lattice and the satellite body will
influence the outer grid potential approach to the subject potential. This is
due to the current being generated in the measurer by the difference eJ-qs
(q"-satellite potential). The current ring is closed through the plasma sur-
rounding the satellite and the trap, so that its value is determined also by
the current carriers concentration in the vicinity of the subject (specifically,
by the dynamic resistance of the sphere and the contact resistances trap-
plasma and satellite-plasma). The influence of the real input measuring
resistance, when neglecting the contact resistaflces, is calculated by the
expression :
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(4) ^{'-#- a=#;en,s,rtll:o,*o,r,.

The nember T-#S--,r; has ohm dimensionality and is plasma resist.
ance in a concrete case (familiar composition and concentration). Equation
(4) takes the form (3) when the trap envelope is isolated ((1n+oo). Upon
short circuit (Ri":0) at equalizes with qs, and equation (4) becomes an
equation of satellite potential (without taking the photoeffect into conside-
ration). But as the dependence which is used to represent the ion current
is valid only .for relatively low body potential (under 1 volt), the above
equation cannot be used to determine the satellite potential.

We are analyzing below the Rr, influence for a concrete case:
Vo:7.25kmfs; T":2500"K (ionospheric satellite with circular orbit, flying
at an altitude of about 400 km over the Earths' surface) (Table l).

When Rrn : I 08 ohms we use depende nce qsarl-!3 n (ffi)''' to determine

the potential q". We adjust the concentration values and the respective
temperatures of the charged particles to correspond to altitudes at which
the given type of ions is predominant.

The last column of Table 2 shows the perpentage error, compared to
the case when ft1n-*oo. We see that for concretely selected conditions the
error does not exceed 5 per cent. Within the concentration decrease the
status is preserved, as 71, ot T" respectively, increases. Obviously, in con-
trolling the floating potential in the upper atmosphere, an input resistance
of the measurer of an order of 108 ohms is completely sufficient to obtain
unspoiled results. As indisturbed conditions for concentration measurements
exist only when the trap does not measure within the satellite trace, it is
clear that in the general case it is necessary to use two identical ion traps
which have to wo-rk either simultaneously oi in ternporal sequence.

9l-vs

Table 1': Rrn+*

Table 2: Rin:10s ohms

Transf ormlng
lon v" lVl n/ tcm "l vy lv) | *","'

o+
He+
H+

-t.18
-1 ,1

- l.l
106
104

104

-0.708
-0.650
-0.525

0.43
4.15
2.35

7l

v1 lvl



The prelirninary results of the ion concentration measurements from the
"lntercosmos-14" satellite confirm the logic presented above for the influ-
ence of Rro.

Upon recording the ion collector current Iu of the trap with a floating
potential of the outer grid, the ion concentration can be determined by
using the dependence:

(5)

Table I shows that neglecting the term (|-Wlp,") leads to an error
increasing with the mass decrease of the recorded ioiis. Notwithstanding the
fact that equations (t)+(+) have been deduced without taking the ion
thermal velocities into account (whose influence increases within the mass
weight decrease), it is clear that (5) is closer to the actual situation than
the accepted eiv,"t
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ZcnonusosaHr4e c$epr4qecKnx t4oHHbrx /roByrxeK
B pexfl4Me [JraBaroqero noreHrlnalra auailn3r4pyrouerl peurerrH

C. K. Vanrcotnoa

(Pesrcue)

B aactoguleli pa6ore [pe4Jroxen MeroA Afla onpeAeJreHr]ff zonnoft r(oHrIeH-
Tparlal,I no AaHHhrM, noryqeHHbrna or cQepuqecKHx noHHb]x noByr.xeK, y r(oropbrx
BHeIIIHES pelxerKa llaxo,u,llTcfl ltoA rrJraBaroq]rM noreHrlfiaJloru. Paccuorpenul
ycJroBr{fl pa6oru noByrrrKr,r rtpu nJraBarouIeM norer{rIHaJre H onpeAeJeHHoM
sos4eftcrnufi peanbHoro conporr,rBneHHs Me)r(,4y BHeIIHHM oJreKrpoAoM noBytxKz
H noBepxuocrbro cnyrHr{Ka. flpe4.noxeHo aHaJrrrrurrecKoe Bbrpax(eHr.re ,[fis
oIIpe.4eJIeHHs nonnoli KoHIIeHTpaIIux, B I{oropoM Her{gBecrHbtMlt 

'B./rstorcflKonJrer(ropHsrii ror, nrasarcqurl tr SaAepxl{sarclrluri noreHqHaJrbr noByrr]Kr1.
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Electrophotometric Equipment for Ground-Based
Studies of Airglow Emissions
from the Upper Atmosphere

M. M. Gogosheo. .S. K. Chaphunoa

1. Introduction

The spectrum of airglow emissions from the upper atmosphere contains a
continuum of atomic lines and molecular bands. The intensity of these lines
and bands is verv variable, First of all. there is an essential difference bet-
ween day and night glow. This difference is due to the photodissociation
and plrotoionization and to the related excitation which is observed only
during the day. The night emissions are mainly products of recombination
processes. The intensity of the emissions is also a function of the geogra-
phic and geonragnetic latitudes, and ot the solar and geomagnetic activity.
Consequently, the intensity of the optical emissions changes within broad
limits. For example, the red oxygen line with a length of 63004 at calm
conditions during the night has an intensity of 20-60 Rayleighs approxi-
mately [, 2]. Upqn geomagnetic activity, however, the intensity is highly
increased. In subauroral regions this intens(y can Jeach a value oi l08R
[3]. Some other lines, e. g. tEe nitrogen 51994--5202A, have extremely low
intensity, always in the limits of 1 to l0 R [4]. Such low values has also
the hydrogen line H" [5]. This big range of emissiotr variations leads to
great difficulties at the construction of the equipment for their simultaneous
measurement. Let us note here that ihe simultaneous measurement of the
emissions can be rnade with a spectrograph or a spectron:eter. The spectro-
graph cannot, however, give the time variations oI the intensity which are
very important for explaining the physical processes of the glow, The spec-
trometer has a low spectral resolution and low sensitivity.

It is known that the best time resolution and a good spectral resolu-
tion is achieved by electrophotometric equipment with filters used to nrea-
surements of the atmospheric ernissions. An essential defect of ihis equip-
ment is, however, the lirnitation of the set of sirnultaneously rneasured spec-
tral bands and lines. With the electrophotorneters referred to in the litera-
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ture and used for this purpose, only 3-b lines are usually measured. Be-
sides- that, every line is measured by two filters, so that for one photome.
ter designed for measuring 5 separate lines the number of the filters is 10,
and if we also add the two necessary positions for the dark current and
one for calibration, we shall have 13 positions. Any further increase in the
number of the filters is of no avail, as the time interval for one full cycle
is greatly increased and consequently the emissions measured canno[ be
compared.

- The present papef describes electrophotometric equipment for investiga-
tion of some nocturnal atmospheric optical emissions, as carried out in lhe
Central Laboratory for Space Research at the Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences.

2. Function and Basic Requirenents on the Equipment

As stated above, the simultaneous measurement of a large set of emissions
is impossible. With the electrophotometer made in our laboratory it is pos-
sible to measure three emissions simultaneously : the nebular red oxygen
ffiOOA line, the auroral green oxygen 5577A line and the first negative sys-
tem of Nf about the 4278Aline. As for the choice of these three lines, we are
proceeding from the following considerations r

l. The red oxygen 63004 line is emitted in the F region at the aero-
nomic reactions and at the outer corpuscular interaction as well, and it is
an important indicalor for the process'es in tbis region.

2. Part of the green oxygen 5577 A line is also emitted at analogous
processes with a line 63004 in the F region (about 20 per cent), but an
essential part of it comes from the F region, appearing in this way as an
indicator of the dynamic phenomena in the F region. The excitation of the
first negative system of Nr+, as shown in [6], is also connected with the
precipitation of corpuscules which ionize N, and at the same time provoke
the excitation of the first negative system of N"f. In this manner we have
two lines which are excited in aeronomic procejses and by the precipitating
corpuscules, and also one emission excited only by precipitating corpuscules
(42784). Naturally, this provides for a very good separation of the aero-
nomic processes from those connected with corpuscular bombardment,
while on the other hand the comparison between the red and green lines
makes it possible to distinguish the pure aeronomic reactions from those
provoked by dynarnic processes.

The basic demands involved in the construction of the equipment are
as follows:

A) To provide a possibility of measurjng under a clear sky, with good
spectral resolution, the emissions of 33004, 55774 and 42784.

B) The threshold sensitivity for each one of the emissions should be
of the order of 5 Rayleighs.

C) The measuring range should be from 5 to 1000 R.
D) The equipment should be capable of operating at temperature differ-

ences of 0o to 45"C and at humidity of up to 90 per cent.( E) It should consist of separate compact blocks which are easy to
transport and install.
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F) The electron block should be designed as a separate unit with its
independent power supply, for which the possible variations in the supply
voltage must also be taken into account.

G) The visual angle should be in the range of 3 to 6 degrees (the
measurements are determined by the heterogeneous structure of the glow-
ing region).

H) The equipment should not be sensitive to blows and vibrations.

3. Block Diagram and Description of the Equipment

Fig. 1 shows the individual blocks of the equipment. The basic block is an
elegtrophotorneter, designed on the basis of a colorimeter (Fig. 2). Its func-
tion is to receive the light flux and to make the corresponding selection
of each one of the measured lines. The high voltage of the photomultiplier
(PEM) is obtained by the block HUS and the processing of the signal re-
ceived is performed by a direct-current amplifier, after which it is registrat
ed by a recorder. More details about the electronic part oi the equipment
are given in part 3.2 of the Description.

3.1 . Electrophotometer

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the electrophotometer, and Fig. 3 pre-
sents its principal groups. The basic tube of the equipment (18) is a double-
one ensuring the regular thermal regime ol the filtels and photomul-
tiplier. The disk with the filters has eight positions (Fig. 4). The first six
of them are engaged with the interferential filters, the seventh one is in-
tended for measurement of the dark current (here the light flux from the
objective is cut out), and in the eighth position (1aC) the radioactive
source - R" is placed, by which a dynamic control of the sensitivity of the

Fig, I

equipment is achieved. The intensity of each emission is measured by two
filters. The first one is centered on the measured line and the second one
is used to measure the spectral background. Each filter is fitted separately
in the disk, and after that it is corrected by the optic $ystem of the device
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in order to take the exact
is allowed to pass. Table 1

their principal pararneters.

positign at which the investigated spectral line
presents the filters used in the equipment and
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Table I

sible for the whole light flux from the objective to pass successively
through each one of the filters. The focusing of the light flux on the ca-
thode of PEM is perlormed by the lens (15). The objective (2) is placed in
a special optic tube (17). The visual angle of the optic system is 5o, satis-
fying condition O.

The disk with the filters is driven by the electric nrotor (7) and the
reduction gear (9). The Maltese mechanism (8) ensures a stop of 50 s for
each one of the filters in the light flux. The displacement of the disk from
one position to another takes 5 s. Immediately after that the intensity of the
spectral background is measured by the next filter. The choice of the two-
minute interval, approximately, is determined by the minimum period of the
variations of the dilferent intensities. The miirimum period of the variations
of each one of the emissions is about l0 minutes. Consequently, averaging
the values of the emission for an interval ol l-2min is admissible.

A special moisture-absorbing cartridge is put into the basic tube of the
equipment filled with silica gel, and it can be changed easily and quickly
without any need to dismantle the equipment. With a view to eventual
verification of the positions of the disk with the filters, or to the replace-
ment of any part, all the blocks are compactly designed (Fig. 2), whictr en-
sures the protection of the units (filters, optical equipment PEM) during
any necessary repaus.

When the equipment is not working, the objective of the electrophoto-
meter is tightly closed by a bonnet, so that no light can penetrate to the
photocathode. Secured to the upper outer disk are the handles (3) by which
we can easily take out the assemblies in the tube and the plugs (4) for the
high voltage to the PEM. The plugs also serve for the current-supply oi
the motor and for leading off the signal received.

3.2, Electron Blocks an( Registration of the Information

The blocks of the electrophotometer shown in the block-diagram (Fig. l),
rectifier, low-voltage and high-voltage stabilizers, converters, controllers, and
d. c. amplifier, are designed as separate devices with independant power net-
work supply. The input network voltage is reduced and rectified to about
24 Y (at a rated network voltage of 220 V). This reduced voltage is the
input for the stabilized parts of both converters. At variations of the net-
work voltage of up to t20 per cent the stabilizers ensure constant 20 V
at the output, with coeflicient of stabilization of about 4000. A separate
low voltage (for the d. c. ampliiier) and a bigh voltage (for the photomul-
tiplier) are provided on account of the necessity for the high stabilized
rated voltage of 1750 V to be regulated within + 100 V. In this way, for
each photornultiplier from the series FEU-79 we can choose the most suit-
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diminished solar radiation), and the ratio between the indications of the

two filters gives the valtte of (; in formula (1)-
The dyiamic control oi the-sensitivity 9f the equipment is achieved by
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4. Measurements of Optical Emissions by the Equipment

The light flux coming from the objective passes through each one of the
filters and reaches the cathode of PEM. The photo-current is transmitted
to the amplifier and is registered by the recorder H 340. Fig. 5 shows part
of the registration ol the atmospheric emission. Each one of the lines
nreasured is designated. The registration was carried out on October 16lI7,
1975, in the Observatory at Stan Zagora.

The value of a given line, registered on the band, is measured above
the level of the dark current (Fig. 5). The values for the intensity of the
line 5577 A can be estimated from the data given in Fig. L

5. Absolute Calibration of the Equipment

The transiormation of the relative values of the emissions to the absolute
values is a very diflicult proposition in view of the fact that the equipment
operates almost at its threshold sensitivity, where the fluctuations of the back-
ground exercise an essential influence. The methods given in [1, 7, 8, 9]
are used in the absolute calibration of the equipment.

In addition to the absolute calibration we also carried out simultaneous
observations of the same emission by another electrophotometer which had
been used for such purposes over a long period of time. In this way we
obtained a correct calibration of the equipment.

Fig. 6 shows an example taken from our first observation near Havana
in Cuba.

Achnowledgements, We wish to express ourslncere gratitude to Professor K, Serafimov
for his great interest and valuable help in the course of this work,
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SPACE RESEARCH IN BULGARIA. I

Sofia . 1978

Using Airglow Emissions for the Diagnostics
of Some Magnetospheric-lonospheric Influences
l" The Oxyen Emission I ogooo I
M. M. Oogoshea

1. Introduction

It has reeently been established that the ionosphere is only part of a signi-
ficantly larger plasma envelope around the Earth, which is called.plasma-
sphere. MOre accurately, the ionosphere is the nearest to the earth-crust
layer, where the .absolute concentration of neuttals, electrons and ions is consi-
derably higher than in the other regions. Considering the ionosphere in this
way as part of the magnetosphere, we come to a new stage in the iono-
spheric investigations, i. e. to investigations oI the dynamic couplings bet-
ween the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. Now it is necessary to revise
our previous concepts, and first of all that on the conditions of the disturb-
ed ionosphere which is to be seen in connection with magnetospheric-iono-
spheric interactions. For example, we could show the ionospheric storms
which were studied before by statistical methods mainly, in the mid- and
low ionosphere. It has been realized in the past few years that a geomag-
netic storm consists of separate elementary storms or substorms, and now
it is possible to investigate and explain the physical nature of the iono-
spheric disturbances. Ttre precipitation of corpuscules in the ionosphere was
considered as a direct consequence of the solar ilares, and not as a purely
magnetospheric process caused by the flare.

Different methods are used in the diagnostics of the magnetospheric-
ionospheric interactions, by which the conditions of the ionosphere and the
magnetosphere are studied separately while at the same time we are look-
ing for the relations between them. In general, we could classify these
methods in two main groups. To the first group, that of ground methods,
belong all classical investigations of the ionosphere and magnetosphere used
during the last few decades. In the second group of methods, which may
be called space methods, the investigations are carried out directly in space
by equipment on..rockets and artificial satellites. Direct measurements are
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thus taken of ttre structural parameters of the plasma concentrations of
electrons, ions and neutrals, in addition to temperature measurements. Here
belorg also the measurements of the various 

-dynamic 
characteristics such

as drift, wind, diffusion, etc. Electric and magneiic fields in the plasma, as
well as various other processes are also measured by space methods.

It should be pointed out, however, that the classification oI these me-
thods in two groups is a very conventional one. .An essential part of the
structural and dynamic parameters of the ionosphere and magnetosphere can
be obtained independently by any one of the two methods. A typical exaruple
ls the measurement of the electron density by ground methods and by
various rocket and satellite mettrods.

We know that the investigation of ihe neutral optical emissions of the
rovides a vast tion about the compli-
al proce,sses w n this medium. In the
icular, the inve mospheric emissions is
information ior ction between the cor-

puscules and the ionospheric plasma.

. Tl,. purpose of this paper is to show the opportunities offered by the
lnvestlgation of the atmospheric emissions for discovering the magnetosphe-
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Fig, l. Energetic terms of the oxygen atoms

ric-ionospheric -relations, mainly as_ regards the subauroral regions -- mid-
and low latitudes. The aurorae will be discussed to the extdnt to which
they are connected with the optical emissions over mid- and low latitudes,
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2, Excitation of the Oxygen Emissions

As is well known, in the intermediate E-F and F regions, i.e. that part
of the ionosphere which is in direct contact with the magnetosphere, the
oxygen atoms are the basic components of the plasma. For that reason,
let us consider the ways of excitation of the oxygen atoms. Fig. I presents
the diagram of the basic energetic terms of the oxygen. It shows that the
nearest to the basic term (3P) and, consequently, most easily excited terms
are tD (energy of excitation 4.17 eV). The restoration of the atom from an
excited state to the normal is achieved bv the transition \P-rD. at which
the red oxygen triplet ,t 6300 A, ,t OgOa A- and ,l 6391 A is emitted, and the
transition 1D-1.t leads to the emission of tbe so-called auroral line with a
lengih of 5577 A.

2.1. The red oxygen Line I ffi00 A

The first line of the triplet with a length of 6300 A is significantly more
intensive compared with the second and ihird lines, and it is the one usu-
ally quoted. This line, called nebular line because of its large propagation
in the nebulas, holds an important place among all airglow emissions.
(Later on we shall explain its popularity.) the basic mechanisms leading to
excitation of the term :tD and, consequently, to emission of ,1 6300 A have
been thoroughly treated in [-6]. These mechanisrrs are the following:

2.1.1. By chenical reactions
The two basic reactions playing an essential role in ihis process are the
dissociative recombinations of Of and NO+:

(1) of-re * O(1D).]-O(3P) op(O[)

o(1s)+o(3P)

O('D)+O(lD)

o(1D)-+-O(15)

(2) NO+ -F € 
- 

O('D) +NeS) a2(NO+)

o(8P)+N(?D)

o(3P)+Nes)

The above reactions reveal that the dissociative recombination of O*
is considerably more productive than that of NO+. It haiTeen theoretically
and experimentally established that at each act of recombination oi Of at
Ieast one of the oxJ/gen atoms has a term tD, while the eificiency of ieac-
tion (2) is by one order lower, i. e. at ten recombinations of NO+ at least
one oxygen atom has a lerm tD.

The dissociative recombinations (l) and (2) have a very high rate. The
rate constaut of the first reae tion a2(Or+) is equal to 2XI0-7.*s s--1, that
of second reaction being 4X10-7cmas-t [7]. Naturally, at such high rates



of dissociation of Or+ and NO+ the reserves should be depleted, but this
does not actually happen. This situation explains the great importance ot
the ion-exchange reactions in the physics of E and F ionospheric regions,
by wliich the stocks of molecular ions are continuously replenished.

O(tD) can be obtained also at triple collision, i. e. at a reaction oi the
Iollowing type :

(3) o('P)+o(3P)+o(3P) 
- 

o(1D)+o2,

but the above reaction is not very probable in reality because of the need
of very high absolute densities of O in the E-F and F regions which ac-
tually do not exist.

The reaction

(4) N('D)+oeP) 
- 

Ne$+o(lD)
plays an essential role in the deactivation of the exciled nitrogen whose
life-time, before emitting, is about 26 hours. On the other hand, the quan-
tity of NeD) is srnall, and this leads to insignificant production of O(1D)
by this reaction.

The same refers to the reaction:

(5) O+(2D)+O('P) -* o+e$+O(lD),
which is very effective at high altitudes.

2.1.2. D issociation of O, according to the reaction:
(6) Or()d:;) * hv 

- 
O(3P) + O(lD).

The solar ultraviolet quantum taking place in this reaction is from the
Schumann-Runge's continuum. Naturally, this reaction is valid only when
the upper atmosphere is lightened directly by the Sun.

2.1.3. Direct electron collision
(7) O(?P)le * o(lD)*e.

An essential part of the red line emission is emitted by the above me-
chanism, mainly during the day. This mechanism plays a definite role in
some extreme cases during the night pre-dawn enhancement, SAR arcs, etc.

Let us see which electrons could take part in reaction (7) for the ex-
citation ol the term LD. No doubt, these electrons should have energy
E)2eV. In Fig. 2 the number of the atoms OeD) are taken from [26],
which number could be produced by one electron with energy 8, at differ-
ent values oi the parameters of the fractional ionization R:N"/t0].

Let us now see where in the ionosphere could there appear electrons
with energy in the range of 2+ 100 eV.

a) Photoelectrons. The observations show that the essential part of the
day einission of ,1 6300 A is due to excitation by ambient phofoelectrons,
produced in consequence oi the absorption of the short-wave solar radia-
tion. At certain particular conditions the photoelectrons play a role during
the night as well, For example, at mid-geomagnetic latitudes in winter, the
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intensity of the red line in the north hemisphere shows a sharp increase
before the local dawn. This phenomenon, observed for the first tiyne by
Barbier in 1959 [3], was interpreted by Cole [8] as an effect of the photo-
electrons arriving from the magneto-conjugate regions (MCR), where the
Sun has already lightened the local
ionosphere. e

b) Superthermal electrons. The
energy of these electrons is more than
2 eV. At daylight conditions, the high-
energy end of the Maxwell distribu-

s is passing to and 0

spectrum of the 5 6

ing the night an ;
the ambient elec- - 5

trons possess ene o .,

doubt, this small e
of the Maxwell s ?

on the electron e

higher the 7", the higher the contri- 2
bution of the local thermal electrons to
the excitation of I 6300 A. Let us j

note here that it is precisely by the
superthermal electrons that some
mignetospheric influences on the iono' l

sphere are achieved, as can be detected
by the red line. The heating of the Fig. 2.
ambient electton gas can be achieved
by Cole thermal conductivity along
the field lines, by dissipation of the energy in the F-region of iono-cyclo-
tron waves generated in the magnetosphere, and by some other ways.

c) Secondary electrons obtained at the precipitation of electron and
proton fluxes.

It is well known that the precipitating electron and proton fluxes from
the magnetosphere provoke ionization of the atmospheric components. The
secondary electrons obtained in this way take part in the elastic and non-
elastic collisions, causing the rise of the neutral and ion temperature, and
to a higher degree, that of 7". At the non-elastic collisions, the vibrational
terms of N2 and O, are excited with higher efficiency, also that of 15 and
especially 1D, for which a very small quantity of energy is necessary. In
actual fact, at the aurora the excitation of the oxygen emissions is per-
formed mainly by secondary electrons.

2.2. The red emission at calm cond,itions

The main generative mechanism of the ,1 6300 A fine during the night is
the dissociative recombination of O/-, according to reaction (l). Barbier and
Glaume [9] obtained a semi-empirical relation between the intensity of the
6300A line and the ionospheric parameters at calm conditions, which ispre-
sented by the following forrnula:

2 3 45 7 ltr1\ 30 50 10Ll

Electror energy, eV

Excitation of O(1D) by electrons
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(8) loeoo: B(f oF), e*p .l -( 
h'F.4L)l'

| \ H 1l

where /eF is.the_critical fre,quency of the layer F, h'F is the height of tbe
layer, H is the density scale, while B and-c are constants dete-rrnined at
simultaneous ionospheric and photometric observations.

serafimgv and .Gogoshev [10] presented in lg72 a generalized theoryof ,t 6300 A radiation"during' th'e 'night. According io--thi, theory, tht
,t 63004 tine emission is a reEult of itr. dissociativ"e recombination.-Som"
basic relations have been obtained between the emission of this line and
the parameters of the F-region. one of the relations is reduced to the for-
mula of Barbier [9], where the constant B already has a physical meaning;
(s) B:t.24xtol.l?,rlorl2ooqet, Z^).

Here the function y(H, Z^) cornprises the half-width of the layer Z*
and the density scale H as well.

In 1975 serafimov and Gogoshev [ll] improved the similar formula
wo.rked out by Peterson [12], reducing iI [o a conveniert form for practi-
cal plrrposes,.with which, besides the-atmospheric model, the knowledge on
the N(ft) profile is also necessary. This formula is:

(r0)/u,oo:s.ozo.a,|1-1No."#####*1-,*rrk1+1(rN,r)
I5C

The experimental verification of formula (10), carried out by simulta-
neous ionospheric -and photometric observations, has shown that if provides
values about the intensity of the red line emission which are the nearest
to those registered experirnentally. By tracing the evolution of the connec-
tions between the red oxygen line and F-region parameter!, our aim was
to show that by the photometric obs:rvations of the I 6800 A emission du-
ring the night we can very well control the basic processes in the F-re-
gion. The accuracy of the photometric data exceeds that of the radiophysic-
al a change of 5-6 per cent, and even 

-less,

of the F-region cannot be detected by verti-
ca only 2 ppr cent in N" can be detected byph e ,1 6300 A line.

2.3. The red.'oxygen emission at geomagnetic actiaity

2.3.1. Strong storrns in the aurora zone
Observations of the red line emission, carried out over a period of many
years at the Ob_s_elvatory of Stara Zagora, Bulgaria l4l, at the Observatory
of Abastumani, USSR [3] and at the Observatory of Zvenigorod, USSR
[1 4] have shown that the mean night intensity of the red line emission,
with the exception of the twilight periods, is within the limits of 20-100R,
under conditions of low geomagnetic activity ((o(2). The increase ^in geo-
magnetic activity leads immediately Lo a sharp rise in the I 6300A enris-
sion intensity. Trutce F5] obtained a relation between D", variations of
the geomagnetic lield and the abnormal rise in the red line intensity. This
relation is the following:
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(11) log /606:BDst *2\ lO-2F-9.17,

where F is the flux of the solar radio-radiation with a length of lo.7 cm
!.0.-" a constant depending o
This r ssible to estimate the to
in the intensity of the .t 630
streng . etic stoinr. For example, during the strong geo-
magnetic storm on 11 February 1958, at D,t:409,1, the energy of the-red
line was about 300 erg/cm2 s.

Let us note here that the abor e relation is valid for geomagnetic
qtorms at which D,t)100 y and at geomagnetic latitudes of moie than 40'.
This important formula no doubt retlectJa definite generative mechanisnr
which is valid only for subauroral zones and also ior a definite region of the
magttetosphere. The action of this mechanism is insignificant during weaker
geomagnetic. storms (D"t'<l00 y) and the observed increase in thelntensity
of the red line must be explained" in another manner. The most probablb
cause for excitation of the 6300 A line, at strong geomagnetic storms, is
the heating of the F-region and the rise of 7',, ln-this cise, as we hive
shown above, there is aq increase in the quantity of the superthermal elec-
trons exciting the ffiOoA line. we shall 'have, "of .ourr., electrons with
e.nergy over 4.16 eV which could excite the green oxygen line as well, but
they would be few and, contrary to the assertion oi Krassovsky [16], the
green oxygen line should have a very lorv intensity. our calculations show
that 

_ 
the intensity of the red line, obtained by the thermal mechanism,

should be by four orders higher than that of the green line. The same ratio
has_actually.been observed during the geomagnetic storm on February ll,
1958, and this confirms the exist6nce oi the thermal mechanism. we -musi

add, horvever, that the cause of the heating of the electron gas in this case
rernains unknown.

2.3.2. SAR-arc s

A full review of the observations of SAR-arcs and their senerative nrecha-
risms is given in [17], In general, these arcs are observed'-ove r mid-latitudes
(Fig. 3) at a height of about 400 km. Their length is several thousand kilo-
metres and their width is several hundred kilonretres. Thev have an inten-
sity of between 100 and 1000 Rayleighs. The most impoitant fact is that
the red arcs are observed in that region of the atmosphere where the pla-
smapause is projected. We assume that the basic generative mechanism is
related to the appearance of the ion-cyclotron waves in the zone where
the asymmetric ring current is spread out in th
dissipation of the energy of these waves in the
of the electron gas and to the corresponding
by the red emission. The exact determination
sounding).can provide very good infornation about the nature of these
electro-magnetic waves, taking into consideration the faci that tbey transmit
their energy to the electron gas depending on the free path of the electron.



2.3.3. Increase oI the red line emission over mid- and low
latitudes
The absence of a sufficient number of stations in the equatorial zone and
in the low latitudes ^makes it impossible for us to assess exactly the be-
haviour of the 6300A emission during the geomagnetic disturbance. In gene-
ral, the satellite observations have shown that at about 10-15', on both
sides of the magnetic equator, there exist
sity of the red oxygen line. (These are
tron concentration related to what is kr
is difficult to maintain that they are c
processes and with the ring current, and that they depend on the geomag-
netic activity.

In 1973, through the observation
of Stara Zagora, quasiperiodical oscill
line were discovered with an average
phase of a geomagnetic storm (Fig.
manovsky [20] pointed out that the
Stara Zagora were the first confirmation of the existence of the theoreti-
cally predicted oscillations with such period, which, in their opinion, are due

.ll Dilrl a r

trJgJrrrdlruu>E

C0njuga
5AR-arcs

Enr:r'gy rt I L j rtra l;r: 1),r

I-r'a ns f r:rrerl Irr
neutlaf gas -irr
tfre al-trrcsPher'u lilgiorr ,, I l,rr'!lL

plasrtro drrnil [y
gra,l icn L

Fig. 3, Schemaiic diagram of the magnetosphere and the regions in 
"rrhich 

the SAR-arcs
are excited

to changes in ion concentrations in the F region during the geomagnetic
storm. eomparitrg the above observations of the atmospheric emissions with
those of the geomagngtic field (at the station in the oval -- Leirvogur and
at the statioriof Pihagyurishte), and also with the data lrom the ionosphe-
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ric station of _Sofia, Gogoshev, Serafirnov, Gogosheva and Kazakov 121,221
have shown that:

a) The time and the periods of
are connected with the substorms in

b) The height of the F-layer has
pulsated synchronously with the sub-
storms.

c) As a consequence of that, the
dissociative recombination, by which
the observed oscillations could be ex-
plained quarrtatively, has been changed.

d) The assumption that electric

the wave oscillations of the glowing
the polar region.

fielils withintensity of 5-10 mV/m are
generated during the substorm in the
mid-latitudes, tallies very well with
the experimental data.

Another example of emission,
increase over the mid-latitudes is the
case which occurred on September 1B/ 19,

197 4. Af ter a comparatively strong
geomagnetic storm during the periodot
l4-17 September,a normalization of the
geomagnetic field was observed. During
theevening hours on September 18/19,
however, there was a single and isolated
sub-storm. About one and a half hours
after that the Obsetvatory at Stara
Zagora registrated a sharp increase of
the intensity of the ,1 6300 A line
reaching 600 R. At the same time, the

E.u rrn

1 r'.\
L:- -'

C:
i':a 10f

50

ionograms at the station in Sofia showed the presence of ionospheric hete-
rogeneity, which strongly intensified the dissociative recombination and hence
the glowing of the. red line [23]. It is assumed that the generator of these
moving heterogeneities is located in the polar region, perhaps it coincides
with the auroral oval and increases during geomagnetic activity [24].

3. Conclusion

The influences of the magnetosphere on the mid- and low latitude iono'
sphere which culminate in a rise of the red oxygen line intensity as a final
result, are presented in Fig. 5. It shows that the increase in the ,l 6300 A
line can be achieved through four channels which we denote by the l^etters
A, B, C, D. Naturally, with one single observation only of the ,1 6300 A line
it is impossible to solve this system of equations with four unknown quan-
tities. Therefore, other observations are to be carried out, parallel with the
observations of the red line. First, we must carry out ionospheric observa-
tions of the l- region, by which several structural parameters can be mea-
sured, such as N", tot example, Through N" we could immediately control
the most important channel A (dissociative recombination). Let us assume

f!

18 20 22 00 D2 04
19 21 2.3 0l 03 0!

L rral trmr.r

Fig, 4. An example fot substorms in the
mid-latitude ionosphere
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that the inllux of i
channel consists of
ionosrrheric data are

6300 A emission is passing through the channel .4. This
four secondary channels (/r, A, Ar, .4r). The measured
quite enough for comparisorr and contiol of the secon-

Fig.5. Block-diagram of the basic channils for excitation of the 1ffi004line under
magnetospheric-ionospheric influence

dary channels .4, and Az and for their sufficient discrimination at the same
time. If channels A, and A, are not operating we must check the connec-
tions .Ar, An and--9, C, D as well. No doubt, there exists a definite connec'
iion between channels B, C, A, and ,4a which is unknown. We only know
that the channels B, C, A, and 42 are operating simultaneously. By way
of a qualitative explanation, we could only say that Ar, Az and C, for mid-
latitudes, are'much weaker than B.

The channel C can be controlled in the following way: It is well known
that the precipitation of corpuscules leads to ionization of N, and, at the
same time, to the excitation of the first negative system of Nr+. By obser-
vations of the lines ,13914A or ),42784 we can provide a qualitative est!
mation of the flux of particles and, consequently, of the influx into the
channels B, A, and .4r. Additional information for channel B can be obtain-
ed by parallel observations of some bands of N2 and Or, which are excit-
ed only by secondary electrons. Consequently, the unknown channel is
only D, which can be deterrnined hy observatious as the difference bet-
ween the observed values of I 6300 A emission and the estimated influx of
A, B and C. This difference can immediately give us information about the
electron temperature 7,, by using the graph in fig. 6 [25].

In addition to the analysis given in section 3, the use of a photometric
station can be recommended for the ground diagnostics of the magneto-
spheric-ionospheric influences by thg atmospheric emissions, in which station
the atmospheric emissions i 6300 A, tr 3914 n and one oI the bands of N2
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or 02 are,m_easured. In addition, the use of an ionospheric station also isrecommended, as it can give 
_ 
th.e basic structural paiameters of the F re_gion, with the same time Jesolution.
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.Fig. 6. Excit-ation of the red oxygen emission depend-
ing on. the electron temperature - -
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ZcnornsonaHr,re arMocQepHnx onrr4qecKux aMr4ccr4rZ

AJrfl AraarHocrHKH r{oHoc+epHo-MarHHTocQepHux cBrrser?

1. Kncnopo.quaa eMlrccufl 6300 A

IVl. M. foeou.tee

(Peamue)

B pa6ore paccMorpeHbr ocHoBnbre flpuqrlubr reHepaqr.ru arMocQepHbrx sMr,rc-
cuft. -Oco6eHHoe BHHMaH?Ie o6paqeuo Ha r(pacHyro Kuc/ropoAHyro JnrHr{ro
6300A, p.ltfr r(oropori ananu3r,rpoBanbr cJreAyroqne MexaHH3Mbr reHeparrur,r:
xHMr{qecKI1Ie npoqeccbr, Ar,rccor{HaIIu" or, HerrocpeAcTBeHHbre SJreKTpoHHble
yAapbr H Ar.{ccorIHaTr.rBHas per(oM6r.rHarlns. B pa6oTe raK)r(e paccMorpeHbr
l]purrHHbl r..r3flyqeHus rrull.r4u Bo BpeMs MarHrrrocoepHbrx cMyrrleHr.rft H B aBpo-
panbHbrx r(pacHbrx Ayrax. CAe.uauo npeAnoxenae Ans AHarHocrHKH r,roHo-
cQepHo-MarnnrocQepHbrx cBs3efi nocpeAcrBoM HsMepeHr.tfl arMoc0epHbrx
onTHqecKHx auflccr4it
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BULCARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

SPACE RESEARCH IN BULCARIA, I

Sofia I97B

*For open discussion

On the Differential Rotation and the Figure
of Celestial Bodies"

f. R. Tilchea

L lntroduction

The differential rotation of the celest
to explain this phenomenon have hee

Saturn and in our Galaxv.

important.problem, taking into considar'rtljfl',f,.';::i\lt:f r;:#i;1i"rt?r lil:principal factor in this phenomenon.

2. Description of Model

rotation. Our model is very near to
early spectral classes and ihat of neutron stars, described bv Shklovskiv 16l.
whose superfluid matter, deprived of viscosity, is ot an etiipsoioaL iqiil,'n'lrium configuration.
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3. Methods and Results

l. We use Newton's condition of equilibrium:
P- Eo: Fo, [7]

in its generalized form

(l )
or

(2)

(see Fig. l)
where P is the weight of the polar column with length & (the polar semi-
axis), Eo is the weight of the equatorial column with length a (the equato-
rial semi-axis), Fo is the sum of the centrifugal forces of the particles (ele-
mentary layers) of the equatorial co umn, E* is the weight of the column
with latitude .e and with length c, equal to the radius-vector of the ellip-

P-E* : F*cosE,

E, I F* cos E: P,

t:

*>)

I ,t,

v

fip

/'l,/l/ vl/.1
.t,..,i.f

I

i-:i::::.

I

Fig. I

soidal surface of the body: is the sum
of the radial components of tary layers
of the column ,E,. The cross tbe centre
of the celestial body with th urface with
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latitude 0o<q<90", is.equal to unity. We must add that p, Eo, Fo, E,p and,
&co_!_q are considered as scalar quintities.

,. _Y. take.lhe law of Legendre-Roche [B] for the density alteration inrrs common torm:
s:s[l -1Vlry)'].-'for alteration of the average density of the compound

ellipsoids of the body;
of the surface density of the com_
elemen-tary layers (envelopes) of the

entre of the body.
omogeneous. Giving dif f erent values

, 

"" 
gl:'i'" 

L ftfl ',lff !:,1 i f.?::#_. :H:
. .{s express the-, c-o1djfi9n or .L',di',fflTi'r)T?1fl: 

t:.,1ff1iilffi.}
the following integral equation:

(3) J GQls)"xzya[t-a(\tc)"]atr-p(htc)zl an+ [ rincosseq[l _B@lc),ldh
0d'

b'

= [ O lals)"#yel-AW:f]ett -p(yW an,J!,
w
h
el
ci
la

(4 
1 3)n x2 y all - a(h l c)"1 : (4 l B) n xz y pll - "( 

y l b)"1,

in equation (3), is the mass of
plt - S@l c),ldh: plt - fU I b)"1dy
columns c and b, Tbe equalitie
follow from the equality ot ttre

ting celestiar bodies, is armost u ,pr,.ri".tu1tt"t;.:"+ntr:t tt"t[fi,iflttor'",t1-
accuracy of the final results
.. . The following proportion obviously erists with the homogeneous celes_tial bodv:

(4)

which expresses the equality of the ratios
tional accelerations at the surface ancl at any

7 l{ocvuqecrH HgcJreABrHHf,, KH. I

of .the centrifugal and gravita-
drctance to the centre of the
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body. Here the centrifugal force and the aitraction are changing linearly to
the centre, where they are equal to zero. Proportion (4) expresses the inner
condition of equilibrium of the homogeneous celestial body.

For a celestial body presented by our idealized rnodel with increasing
density to the centre, according to Legendre-Roche's law, however, propor-
tion (4) should take the form

(5) ry: G$13)"azba(r-allaz
;1.Y: G (4 | 3)nr'y al -o(, I 4W'

as ior the inner equilibrium of such a body the centtifugal force and the
attraction to the centre must also change with the distance to an equal
degree. Here a;r)aro.

Proportion (4) appears as a particular case of proportion (5). Actually,
at z:0 and y:a61a we have a)x:a)s.

At latitude e proportion (5) has the following form:

a'*c cos p G(4lyrnazb p(l-o.)lcz

ehr"tv- O (4 | 3)n x2 y p| - a(h I c)z1hz

where a;, is the angular velocity of the elementary ssll l layer on the surface
of the body, with latitude E.

From the eqqe!{tes (q2-bz)la2:(x'-yn)lx', c:ablrlaz sin2e* b2cos2 E,
h:xyltlx'sin'Eayz cos'q and proportion (6) we have ' vz:yz61zf b2, h2:c2y2f b2',

y : hb I c and alo:6; (c" -ah") I @" - ac').
Substituting the above values ol E2,h2,y and ar! in equation (3), followed

by simplilication and integration, we obtain

(7) gglWt!e!::)- * ,'z*cz cos2e : G@13)na2!p(r - aL 
,

(6)

where o(l-a) is the
Introducing the

(8)

from where

(9) te :2nc 
"otrlf 6ffi ,

where t* :2nf a* is the rotational period of the elementary zonal layer at
a distance c from the centre, at latitude tp.

2. The same result (9) is also obtained irom the equation

(10) V* +U*:Vp ,

which at Vo:g6nst describes an equipotential surface. Here I/" is the inner
gravitational potential, in our model, of a point on the surface with latitude
E, i. e. the work lor the transport of unit mass irom the centre to the sur-
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mass of the celestial body, we obtain

GMlc-la2 c2 cosz e :GMlb,



Iace with latitude E which is different from 7o is the inner gra-

vitational potential

U, is the potential
ing acceleration of

of the pole which is also different from f ou '
J * "n' ano

of the centrilugal force at latitude E, at the correspond-
the rotation to the centre.

f o, ,.
| * dtl,

c

Equation (10) which also expresses the condition of equilibrium of the
celestial body, in our model, can be presented in the following integral form :

t'/ttAt2\*e2tt^tl ^rr,t^\zr 
c

(1li 
JG(+13)nxzvglt 

-a(hlc)zt an+ [ ,incoszq d.h

b

From Equation (11) we obtain, in a similar way, formula (9),
Equations (2) and (10) are equivalent. Newton's concept of ,,weight" of

the column, expressed as E* f Frcosg, corresponds to the inner potential
at the same latitude, namely: Vr*U,l

3. In our model, Newton's condition of equilibrium (2) can be expressed
as follows:

(2') E* f n* F* cos eln: Pln,

where n:-1, At n-+@ we can write

t()n\ OM(cln)p" , 4nzc cosz gQln)pt 
-OM(bln)p"\2) -_F--r--=-- w ,

or (2t") GMlcl4nzcz cosz qf tz : GlVIlb,
from where formula (9) is directly obtained.

Formula (9) describes the differential rotation of the celestial bodies
in our model.

4. Particular Cases of the Law (9)

At q:Qo formula (9) takes the form

(12) to:2na|#-
Formula (12) can also be written as:

(a- b)lb: Fl E,

where F:a\a and E:GMlaz, i.e. lhe second tlattening of the celestial
body is equal to the ratio of'the centrifugal and gravitational accelerations,
measured at the equator.



Similar results had been obtained bv.
Newton: (a-b)la 5Fl4E and
Huygens : (a-b)la Fl2E l7l.It is very important to note here that formula (12) can be obtained

directly from the proportion

GMlrz- OMf a2:kotla,

al k:7 and rg:ab, where r is the radius of the ideally elastic celestial
body at a.r:O. The relation ,:rlfu is a consequence from Hooke's law and
can be demonstrated experimentally, by axial rotation of an elastic and
isotropic sphere.

At (a-b)la:112 formula (12) takes the form

to:2nd'V e(1 4)

. Formula (1a) is the mathematical expression of Kepler's third law, for
ctrcular orbits. Actually, the equatorial particles oi sorne stars from the
early spectral classes B, A and F, whictL have very rapid axial rotation and
in which the centrifugal force at the equator is almosf equal to the attrac-
tion, are rotating as small planets, according to (14). The flattening (a-b)la
of these stars must be almost equal to 1i2.

5. Verification of the Results

At the following values of the nass and semi-axes of the Earth (considered
ideally elastic, as a whole): M-5.98X 1Ott g, a:6378 .245X106 cm, and
b:6356. 863X 105 cm (the ellipsoid of Krassovsky), formula (12) gives the
following value for the rotational period of the Earth (more exactly for the
period of the earth-crust) : t:87384 s:24.27 h, with a relative error of
about 1.4 per cent. At the same values of. M, a and & of the Earth, New-
ton's theorim gives t-27.18 h, and that of Huygens gives l:17.19 h.

Formula (i2) gives the rotational periods of the other planets as well,
at the correct values of their masses and semi-axes. It appears to be the
most exact, compared with the similar results of Newton, Huygens, Claitaut
[7] and that of Radau - Darwin [9] which is quite unfit for the planets of
the Jupiter type.

As the density of the Earth increases toward the centre, where the
temperature is higher and the viscosity lower, we should have, according to
(12) an acceleration of the rotation ol its inner layers. This is in agreement
with the conclusions of Munk and Macdonald [10] and of Lichkov [5].

At the following values for the mass, the equatorial radius and the
rotational period at the equator of the Sun, namely : M:1.99X 1033 g,
a:695500X106 cm, and to:25K86164 s, formula (12) gives the following
value for the polar radius of the Sun: &:695485X106 cm. At these values for
a and b we obtain (a-b)la:2.15x10-5. It is interesfing to note that our
theoretically determined value for the oblateness of the Sun is of the same
order as that oi Dicke; 5X10-6 [1], found experimentally.
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density in the centre of the Sun :a significant acceleration of the rota_
his is in agreement with the conclus_
nkov and other scientists that the inner

han the outer lavers.
entially rotating 

-layers 
of the celes-

ction between the layers, into ther-
enormous source of energy must be

ion of sorne astrophysicaf and plane_
tary prob.lems. For example, the total therrnal flux from juiit., is 2.b'times
that which th_e_ planet receives from the sun (from measuiements maoe by
Pioneer l0). Thig enignratic phenomenon can be explained by the oiti"re*tial rotation of Jupiter, according to (9) and (15).

At tbe above-values for thJmass'dnd seriri-dxes of the Sun, represented
by .our ideal model, formula (9) gives the following results for the rotational
periods, in days, of the zonal layers of the photo-sphere of the Sun:
Table 1

As can be seen fr Table, for a celestial body whose figure
is an ide.al .ellipsoid, w qual to zero, formula (g)-gives 

" 
,'p-olar

acceleration" of rotatio alyzing the line profiles of stars on the
upper main sequence, has ioncludecl 

-that 
these stars rotate

more rapidly at.the po equator. This is in agreement with our
theoretical results, as..the viscosity- of these stars, which-have a very high
temperature, is negligible and their figure is almost an ideal ellips"oio "ot
rotation.

on the other hand, as also noted by stoeckly, stars on the lower main
e Sun, _poss_ess an ,,equatorial acceleration,,. This pheno-
so at..the Sun, Jupiter and Saturn [], lB,4] could be
ion (influence) of the viscosity, a factor which shoull
ccount. The influence of the viscosity is, no doubt,

reflected in the change oJ _the periods of rotation of the zonil layers, in the
change ol 1lr. equipotential surface of the body and, .onsequenily, in the
change of the figure of celestial body.
. Taking into ac-count the integral influence of the viscosity, fonnula (g)

should be written in the following form, Ior the older celestiai bodies: '

(15) t,p:2ncxcos*V Ont-t,
where c* is the radius-vector of the deformed figure of the celestial body
and b : G rl4atll Q Mti+ 4nz ats), from f orm u la (t 2),

Equation (15) may be written as follows:

(16) 4nzb cosz tpcs*-AMfl c"-l GMtzb:0,
where the unknown quantity is cr.
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Taking the values of Kerrington [13] for the observed rotational periods
of the sun-spots and zonal layers on the photosphere of the Sun, in days,
and, at the corresponding latitudes, calculate the value ol c*by (16) and
the difference c-cx, in kilometres, where c:ablli azsin'v-lb\o-s'v is the
radius-vector of the ideal ellipsoidal surface of the photosphere, we obtain
the following results:

Table 2

v
tq

c-'cx

0'
25,0

0.0

10"

25.2

0.2

20"

25.6

0,6

300

26.3

1.13

40"
aa2

1:78

50'

28.6

1.4

60"

30.2

r,oz

70'

32.1

0;76

90'
@

0.0

As can be seen from Table 2, the iigure of the photosphere of the Sun
is outlined as a very slightly deformed ellipsoid ',vith maximum difference
ol c-c*:1.78 km at --l-40o from the ideal ellipsoidal surface.

As we see, the observed "equatorial acceleration" of the Sun, which is
also a ptzzle, comes as a direct consequence of the deformation of the
equipotential surface of the photosphere, caused by the viscosity.

The results of the calculations of c" by (16) and the difference c-cx,
in metres, for the Earth (ealth-crust), with the accepted values ol M, a, b
and t*:lo:86164 s, are given in Table 3.

Table 3

ta

27.4

80"

,o

1.7

90"

to

0.0

60"

to

20

50'

28

45

to

29

40'

to

28

Table 3 shows that the commnn figure of the Eatth is outlined as a
slightly deformed spberoid with maximum difference c-c*:29 metres at

- * 45" from the ellipsoidal surface. As is well known, the average devia-
tion of the so-called normal spheroici of Clairaut from the surface of the
two-axial ellipsoid of rotation, with the same semi-axes, is about 20 tn [4].

All the above calculations are done in the system of units CGS.
The stratification (formation of bigger zonal layers) of the celestial

body in the course of evolution, from ihe surface to the centre and irom
the equator to the pole is due, as we assume, to the viscosity and to the
tendency of the particles of the body to totate according to law (9). Such
zonal layers are clearly seen in the atmosphere of Jupiter and Saturn, rotat-
ing with different angular velocities. In the Earth's upper atmosphere we
also observe zonal layers and "jet streams", circulating from west to the
east with a greater angular velocity.

Thanks to the great viscosity, the particles of the Earth's crust are
rotating with equal (or almost equal) angular velocity. In the atmosphere of
the Earth and that of the other planets, however, where the viscosity is
much smaller, we have differential rotation. In the upper atmosphere of the
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Farth, where the speciiic factors in the low atmosphere (relief, unequal
heating_ of the Farth's surface on land and sea, at thi equaior and at the
poles) do not play any role, we obse
has been discovered by artificial sate
of 200-300 km rotates 1.3 times mo
A s{milar phenomenon is observed
kno'il that the velocity of the uninte
y_apgqr masses from west to the east is higher than the velocity of the
Earth's crust rotation. All these phenomena -canrrot

thermal factor only. Obviously, at the regular rotatio
in the upper atmosphere of the planets and the stars,
(15), the main role is played by gravitation, as at the
the planets, according to Kepler's laws.

Formula (15) can be writteu as follows:

(16) v':1fq4t'.--!) .'v- ll c,b- '

rvhere 7* is the linear velocity of the zonal layers and zonal winds.

7,1,u,,u. :V;-465 m/st cos p.

6. Conch-rsion

The result (9), obtaine{. by different methods of research, which very well
describes the differential rotation of the young celestial bodies, ian be
interpreted as ,a common law operating under ldeal conditions, in which
gravitation only is playing the main role. The particular iases (12)
and (14) of this law confirm its veracity and irnportance. Formula itziis most simple and most exact, compared with the siniilar classical and ion'-
tempota-ry results. The precision with which it gives the rotational periocl
of the Earth can be explained by the great elasticity of ilre Eaittr, as
a whole.

The result (15), where the influence of the viscosity is taken into ac-
count, could be successfully used, as we have shown, for deterrnination oi
the. comm.o-r.r figure of the older celestial bodies, ancl for the explanation of
their specific differential rotation.

a qualitative explana-
the upper atmosphere
flattening (a-b)la of

see, I believe, the significance of the
eophysics.
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